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Introduction

Why should you read
this book?

WE REALIZE THAT YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE. Most of you do not

want to spend a lot of time learning new terms, memorizing for-

mulas, or mastering details that are important only to profes-

sional economists. What you want are the insights of economics

that really matter—those that will help you make better personal

choices and enhance your understanding of our complex world.

And you want those insights to be presented in a concise, orga-

nized, and readable manner, with a minimum of economics jar-

gon. This short book attempts to meet both of these objectives.

We think you can profit from this book regardless of your cur-

rent knowledge of economics. If you are a beginner, this book will

introduce you to a few basic economic principles that to a large

degree merely reflect common sense. These concepts, however,

are powerful tools. When making decisions, they will help you

develop your thoughts logically and view the central issues more

clearly. They will also enhance your ability to differentiate be-

tween sound arguments and economic nonsense.
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If you are a student of economics or business, this book will

help you pull together the “big picture.” After 30 years of teach-

ing college economics, the authors are painfully aware of two

points: (1) students often miss important points because they are

busy with extraneous graphs, formulas, and mathematical de-

tails and (2) they do not retain much of what is taught in their col-

lege economics courses. The information encapsulated in this

book will challenge college students to think more seriously

about the really important implications of economics—knowl-

edge that will make a difference long after their final exam in eco-

nomics is a faded memory.

Finally, even if you are a business executive or a policymaker,

we believe you will find this book informative. However experi-

enced you may be in your particular area, you may not fully ap-

preciate how all the pieces of the economic puzzle fit together.

This is often the case with people in both business and govern-

ment. They know their job, but they have not thought very seri-

ously about how political rules and policies influence the broader

economic health of people and nations.

Studies indicate that we are a nation of economic illiterates. In

a democratic setting, the consequences of economic illiteracy can

be disastrous. People who do not understand the sources of eco-

nomic prosperity are susceptible to schemes that conflict with the

attainment of that prosperity. A nation of economic illiterates is

unlikely to remain prosperous for very long. The basic principles

explained in this book will help you better understand what

types of economic arrangements work and why some nations

prosper while others stagnate or even regress. As a result, you

will be able to make wiser choices and become a better citizen.
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PART I:
Ten Key Elements of

Economics



TEN KEY ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS

1. Incentives Matter.

2. There is No Such Thing as a Free Lunch.

3. Voluntary Exchange Promotes Economic

Progress.

4. Transaction Costs are an Obstacle to Exchange;

Reducing This Obstacle Will Help Promote

Economic Progress.

5. Increases in Real Income are Dependent Upon

Increases in Real Output.

6. The Four Sources of Income Growth are (a)

Improvements in Worker Skills, (b) Capital

Formation, (c) Technological Advancements,

and (d) Better Economic Organization.

7. Income is Compensation Derived from the

Provision of Services to Others. People Earn

Income by Helping Others.

8. Profits Direct Businesses Toward Activities that

Increase Wealth.

9. The “Invisible Hand” Principle—Market Prices

Bring Personal Self-interest and the General

Welfare into Harmony.

10. Ignoring Secondary Effects and Long-term

Consequences is the Most Common Source of

Error in Economics.



1. Incentives Matter

ALL ECONOMIC THEORY IS BASED on the postulate that changes

in incentives influence human behaviour in a predictable man-

ner. Personal benefits and costs influence our choices. If the bene-

fits derived from an option increase, people will be more likely to

choose it. Conversely, if the personal costs of an option increase,

people will be less likely to choose it.

This basic postulate of economics is a powerful tool because

its application is so widespread. Incentives affect behaviour in

virtually all aspects of our lives, ranging from market activities to

household decision-making to political choices.

In the marketplace, this basic postulate indicates that, if the

price of a good increases, consumers will buy less of it; producers,

on the other hand, will supply more of it since the price increase

makes it more profitable to produce the good. Both buyers and

sellers respond to incentives. Market prices will bring their ac-

tions into harmony. If the quantity buyers want to purchase ex-

ceeds the quantity sellers are willing to provide, the price will

rise. The higher price will discourage consumption and encour-

age production of the good or service, bringing amount de-

manded and amount supplied into balance. Alternatively, if

consumers are unwilling to purchase the current output of a

good, inventories will accumulate and there will be downward

pressure on the price. In turn, the lower price will encourage con-

sumption and retard production until the amount demanded by

consumers is once again in balance with production of the good.

Markets work because both buyers and sellers alter their behav-

iour in response to changes in incentives.

Of course, this process does not work instantaneously. It will

take time for buyers to respond fully to a change in price. Simi-
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larly, it will take time for producers to build an additional plant in

response to a price increase or to reduce production if price de-

clines. Nonetheless, the implications are clear—market prices

will coordinate the actions of both buyers and sellers and will

bring them into harmony.

The response of buyers and sellers to the higher gasoline

prices of the 1970s illustrates the importance of incentives. As

gasoline prices rose, consumers eliminated less essential trips

and did more car pooling. Gradually, they shifted to smaller,

more fuel-efficient cars in order to reduce their gasoline con-

sumption still further. At the same time, petroleum suppliers in-

creased their drilling, used a water flooding technique to recover

more oil from existing wells, and searched more intensely for

new oil fields. By the early 1980s, this combination of factors was

placing downward pressure on the price of crude oil.

Incentives also influence political choices. The person who

shops in the supermarket is the same person who shops among

political alternatives. In most cases, voters are more likely to sup-

port political candidates and policies that provide them with net

personal benefits. Conversely, they will tend to oppose political

options when the personal costs are high relative to the benefits

provided.

The basic postulate of economics—that incentives matter—is

just as applicable under socialism as it is under capitalism. For ex-

ample, in the former Soviet Union, managers and employees of

glass plants were at one time rewarded according to the tons of

sheet glass produced. Not surprisingly, most plants produced

sheet glass so thick that one could hardly see through it. The rules

were changed so that the managers were rewarded according to

the square meters of glass produced. The results were predict-

able. Under the new rules, Soviet firms produced glass so thin

that it was easily broken. Changes in incentives influence actions

under all forms of economic organization.
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Some critics have charged that economic analysis only helps

explain the actions of self-centred, greedy materialists. This view

is false. People act for a variety of reasons, some selfish and some

humanitarian. The basic postulate of economics applies to both

the altruist and egotist. The choices of both will be influenced by

changes in personal costs and benefits. For example, both the al-

truist and the egotist will be more likely to attempt the rescue of a

small child in a three-foot swimming pool than in the rapid cur-

rents approaching Niagara Falls. Similarly, both are more likely

to give a needy person their hand-me-downs rather than their

best clothes. Incentives influence the choices of both.
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2.  There is No Such Thing as a Free
Lunch

SCARCITY CONSTRAINS US. THE REALITY of life on our planet is

that productive resources are limited, while human desires for

goods and services are virtually unlimited. Since we cannot have

as much of everything as we would like, we are forced to choose

among alternatives.

When resources are used to produce good A, say a shopping

centre, the action diverts resources away from the production of

other goods that are also desired. The cost of the shopping centre

is the highest valued bundle of other goods that could have been

produced and consumed, but now must be sacrificed, because

the required resources were used instead to produce the shop-

ping centre. The use of resources to produce one thing reduces

their availability to produce other things. Thus, the use of scarce

resources always involves a cost; there is no such thing as a free

lunch.

Costs play a vitally important function: they help us balance

our desire for more of a good against our desire for more of other

goods that could be produced instead. If we do not consider these

costs, we will end up using scarce resources to produce the

wrong things—goods that we do not value as much as other

things that we might have produced.

In a market economy, consumer demand and producer costs

perform this balancing function. In essence, the demand for a

product is the voice of consumers instructing firms to produce a

good. In order to produce the good, however, resources must be

bid away from their alternative uses—primarily the production

of other goods. Producers incur costs when they bid resources

away from the production of other goods. These costs of produc-
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tion represent the voice of consumers saying that other goods that

could be produced with the resources are also desired. Producers

have a strong incentive to supply those goods that can be sold for

as much or more than their production costs. This is another way

of saying that producers will tend to supply those goods that con-

sumers value most relative to their production costs.

Of course, a good can be provided free to an individual or

group if others foot the bill. But this merely shifts the costs; it does

not reduce them. Politicians often speak of “free education,” “free

medical care,” or “free housing.” This terminology is deceptive.

None of these things are free. Scarce resources are required to

produce each of them. For example, the buildings, labour, and

other resources used to produce schooling could be used instead

to produce more food, recreation, entertainment, or other goods.

The cost of the schooling is the value of those goods that must

now be given up because the resources required for their produc-

tion were instead used to produce schooling. Governments may

be able to shift costs, but they cannot avoid them. The “scarce re-

sources have a cost” concept applies to all.

With the passage of time, of course, we may be able to dis-

cover better ways of doing things and improve our knowledge

about how to transform scarce resources into desired goods and

services. Clearly, this has been the case. During the last 250 years,

we have been able to relax the grip of scarcity and improve our

quality of life. However, this does not change the fundamental

point—we still confront the reality of scarcity. The use of more la-

bour, machines, and natural resources to produce one good

forces us to give up other goods that might otherwise have been

produced.
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3. Voluntary Exchange Promotes
Economic Progress

MUTUAL GAIN IS THE FOUNDATION OF TRADE. Parties agree to

an exchange because they anticipate that it will improve their

well-being. The motivation for market exchange is summed up in

the phrase, “If you do something good for me, I will do some-

thing good for you.” Trade is productive; it permits each of the

trading partners to get more of what they want.

There are three major reasons why trade is productive—why

it increases the wealth of people. First, trade channels goods and ser-

vices to those who value them most. A good or service does not have

value just because it exists. Material things are not wealth until

they are in the hands of someone who values them. The prefer-

ences, knowledge, and goals of people vary widely. Thus, a good

that is virtually worthless to one may be a precious gem to an-

other. For example, a highly technical book on electronics that is

of no value to an art collector may be worth hundreds of dollars to

n engineer. Similarly, a painting that is unappreciated by an en -

gineer may be an object of great value to an art collector. There-

fore, a voluntary exchange that moves the electronics book to the

engineer and the painting to the art collector will increase the

value of both goods. Simultaneously, the exchange will increase

the wealth of both trading partners and the nation because it

moves goods from people who value them less to people who

value them more.

Second, exchange permits trading partners to gain from specializ-

ing in the production of those things they do best. Specialization al-

lows us to expand total output. A group of individuals, regions,

or nations will be able to produce a larger output when each spe-

cializes in the production of goods and services it can provide at a
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low cost, and uses its sales revenue to trade for desired goods it

can provide only at a high cost. Economists refer to this principle

as the law of comparative advantage.

In many ways, gains from trade and specialization are com-

mon sense. Examples abound. Trade permits a skilled carpenter

to specialize in the production of frame housing while trading the

earnings from housing sales to purchase food, clothing, automo-

biles, and thousands of other goods that the carpenter is not so

skilled at producing. Similarly, trade allows Canadian farmers to

specialize in the production of wheat and use the revenue from

wheat sales to buy Brazilian coffee, a commodity that the Canadi-

ans could produce only at a high cost. Simultaneously, it is

cheaper for Brazilians to use their resources to grow coffee and

9

Modern production of a good like a pencil or an automobile often involves specialization,

division of labour, large-scale production methods, and the cooperation of literally tens of

thousands of people. Gains from these sources are dependent upon exchange.
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trade the revenues for Canadian wheat. Total output is enlarged

and both trading partners gain.

Third, voluntary exchange permits us to realize gains derived from

cooperative effort, division of labour, and the adoption of large-scale pro-

duction methods. In the absence of exchange, productive activity

would be limited to the individual household. Self-sufficiency

and small-scale production would be the rule. Exchange permits

us to have a much wider market for our output, and thus enables

us to separate production processes into a series of specific opera-

tions in order to plan for large production runs—actions which

often lead to enormous increases in output per worker.

Adam Smith, the “father of economics,” stressed the impor-

tance of gains from the division of labour more than 200 years

ago. Observing the operation of a pin manufacturer, Smith noted

that the production of the pins was broken into “about eighteen

distinct operations,” each performed by specific workers. When

the workers each specialized in a productive function, they were

able to produce 4,800 pins per worker each day. Without special-

ization and division of labour, Smith doubted an individual

worker would have been able to produce even 20 pins per day.

Specialization permits individuals to take advantage of the

diversity in their abilities and skills. It also enables employers to

assign tasks to the workers who are more able to accomplish

them. Even more importantly, the division of labour lets us adopt

complex, large-scale production techniques unthinkable for an

individual household. Without exchange, however, these gains

would be lost.
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4. Transaction Costs are an Obstacle to
Exchange; Reducing This Obstacle
Will Help Promote Economic Progress

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE IS PRODUCTIVE because it promotes

social cooperation and helps us get more of what we want. How-

ever, exchange is also costly. The time, effort, and other resources

necessary to search out, negotiate, and conclude an exchange are

called transaction costs. Transaction costs are an obstacle to the

creation of wealth. They limit both our productive capacity and

the realization of gains from mutually advantageous trades.

Transaction costs are sometimes high because of physical ob-

stacles, such as oceans, rivers, marshes, and mountains. In these

cases, investment in roads and improvements in transportation

and communications can reduce them. In other instances, trans-

action costs may be high because of man-made obstacles, such as

taxes, licensing requirements, government regulations, price

controls, tariffs, or quotas. But regardless of whether the road-

blocks are physical or man-made, high transaction costs reduce

the potential gains from trade. Conversely, reductions in transac-

tion costs increase the gains from trade and thereby promote eco-

nomic progress.

People who provide trading partners with information and

services that help them arrange trades and make better choices

are providing something valuable. Such specialists or middle-

men include real estate agents, stockbrokers, automobile dealers,

publishers of classified ads, and a wide variety of merchants.

Often, people believe that middlemen are unnecessary—that

they merely increase the price of goods without providing bene-

fits to either the buyer or the seller. Once we recognize that
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transaction costs are an obstacle to trade, it is easy to see the fal-

lacy of this view. Consider the grocer who, in essence, provides

middleman services that make it cheaper and more convenient

for producers and consumers of food products to deal with each

other. Think of the time and effort that would be involved in pre-

paring even a single meal if shoppers had to deal directly with

farmers when purchasing vegetables; citrus growers when buy-

ing fruit; dairy operators if they wanted butter, milk, or cheese;

and a rancher or a fisherman if they wanted to serve beef or fish.

Grocers make these contacts for consumers, transport and sell all

of the items in a convenient shopping location, and maintain reli-

able inventories. The services of grocers and other middlemen re-

duce transaction costs and make it easier for potential buyers and

sellers to realize gains from trade. These services increase the vol-

ume of trade and thereby promote economic progress.
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5. Increases in Real Income are Dependent
Upon Increases in Real Output

A HIGHER INCOME AND STANDARD OF LIVING are dependent

upon higher productivity and output. There is a direct relation-

ship between a nation’s per capita (per person) income and its per

capita output. In essence, output and income are opposite sides of

the same coin. Output is the value of the goods and services pro-

duced, as measured by the prices paid by purchasers. Income is

the revenue paid to the people (including the entrepreneur’s re-

sidual revenue), who supply the resources that generate the out-

put. This too, must equal the sale price of the goods.

Consider the following example: suppose that a construction

company hires workers and purchases other resources, such as

lumber, nails, and bricks, to produce output—in this case, a

home. When the home is sold to a buyer, the sale price is a mea-

sure of output. Simultaneously, the sum of the payments to the

workers, suppliers of the other resources, and the residual in-

come received by the construction company (which may be ei-

ther positive or negative) is a measure of income. Both the output

and income add up to the sale price of the good, which represents

the value of what was produced.

Once the linkage between output and income is recognized,

the real source of economic progress is clarified. We improve our

standard of living (income) by figuring out how to produce more

output (things that people value). Economic progress is depend-

ent, for example, on our ability to build a better house, computer,

or video camera with the same or a lesser amount of labour and

other resources. Without increases in real output—that is, output

adjusted for inflation—there can be no increases in income and

no improvement in our living standards.
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Historical comparisons illustrate this point. On average,

workers in North America, Europe, and Japan produce about five

times more output per capita than their ancestors did 50 years

ago. Similarly, their inflation-adjusted per capita income—what

economists call real income—is approximately five times higher.

Output per worker also accounts for differences in earnings

per worker across countries. For example, the average worker in

the United States is better educated, works with more productive

machines, and benefits from more efficient economic organiza-

tion than the average person in India or China. Thus, the average

U.S. worker produces approximately 20 times as much value of

output as an average worker in India or China. American work-

ers earn more because they produce more. If they did not produce

more, they would not be able to earn more.

Politicians often erroneously talk as if the creation of jobs is

the source of economic progress. While campaigning, a recent

political leader argued that his economic program had three pil-

lars: “Jobs, jobs, and jobs.” But focusing on jobs is a potential

source of confusion. More employment will not promote eco-

nomic progress, unless the employment expands output. We do

not need more jobs, per se. Rather we need more productive

workers, more productivity-enhancing machinery, and more

efficient economic organization so we can produce more output

per capita.

Some observers argue that technology adversely affects

workers. In fact, just the opposite is true. Once you recognize that

expansion in output is the source of higher wages, the positive

impact of improvements in technology is apparent: better tech-

nology makes it possible for workers to produce more and thus to

earn more. For example, farmers can generally produce more

when working with a tractor rather than a team of horses. Ac-

countants can handle more business accounts using micro-com-

puters rather than a pencil and calculator. A secretary can

14



prepare more letters when working with a word-processor than

with a typewriter.

Sometimes specific jobs will be eliminated. Clearly modern

technology has largely eliminated the jobs of elevator operators,

blacksmiths, household workers, ditch diggers, and buggy man-

ufacturers. These changes, however, merely release human re-

sources so they can be used to expand output in other areas.

Other tasks can now be accomplished with the newly released re-

sources and, as a result, we are able to achieve a higher standard

of living than would otherwise be the case.

Recognition of the link between output and income also

makes it easier to see why minimum wage legislation and labour

unions fail to increase the overall wages of workers. A higher

minimum wage will price some low-skill workers out of the mar-

ket. Therefore, their employment will decline, reducing total out-

put. While some individual workers may be helped, overall per

capita income will be lower because per capita output will be

lower.

Similarly, labour unions may be able to reduce the competi-

tion from nonunion workers and thereby push up the wages of

union members. But without commensurate increases in worker

productivity, unions are unable to enhance the wages of all work-

ers. If they could, the average wages in a highly unionized coun-

try like the United Kingdom would be higher than in the United

States. But this is not what we observe. Wages in the U.K. are at

least 40 percent lower than in the U.S., even though nearly half of

the workforce is unionized in the United Kingdom compared to

less than 20 percent in the United States.

Without high productivity per worker, there can be no high

wages per worker. Similarly, without growth in the production

of goods and services valued by consumers, there can be no

growth in the real income of a nation. Production provides the

source of income.
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Unless people produce more, they cannot earn more. Production of things people value is

the source of income. Machinery and improvements in technology enhance both worker

productivity and earnings.
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6.  The Four Sources of Income Growth
are (a) Improvements in Worker Skills,
(b) Capital Formation,
(c) Technological Advancement, and
(d) Better Economic Organization

THE GOODS AND SERVICES THAT PROVIDE for our standard of liv-

ing do not just happen. Their production requires work, invest-

ment, cooperation, machinery, brain power, and organization.

There are four major sources of production and income growth.

First, improvements in the skills of workers will promote eco-

nomic growth. Skilful workers are more productive. How do in-

dividuals improve their skills? Primarily they do so by investing

in themselves—by developing their natural abilities. There are

literally thousands of ways people can improve their skills, but

most of them involve studying and practising. Thus, education,

training, and experience are the primary ways people improve

their skills.

Second, capital formation can also enhance the productivity

of workers. Workers can produce more if they work with more

and better machines. For example, a logger can produce more

when working with a chain saw than with a hand-operated,

cross-cut blade. Similarly, a transport worker can haul more with

a truck than with a mule and wagon. Other things constant, in-

vestment in tools and machines can help us produce more in the

future. But investment is not a free lunch. The resources used to

produce tools, machines, and factories could also be used to pro-

duce food, clothing, automobiles, and other current consumption

goods. Economics is about trade-offs. It does, however, indicate

that people who save and invest more will be able to produce

more in the future.
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Third, an improvement in technology—our knowledge

about how to transform resources into goods and services—will

also permit us to achieve a larger future output. The use of brain

power to discover economical new products and/or less costly

methods of production is a powerful source of economic prog-

ress. During the last 250 years, improvements in technology have

literally transformed our lives. During that time period, the

steam engine and later the internal combustion engine, electric-

ity, and nuclear power replaced human and animal power as the

major source of energy. Automobiles, buses, trains, and airplanes

replaced the horse and buggy (and walking) as the major meth-

ods of transportation. Technological improvements continue to

change our lifestyles. Consider the impact of compact disk play-

ers, micro-computers, word-processors, microwave ovens, video

cameras and cassette players, and automobile air condition-

ers—the development and improvement of these products dur-

ing the last couple of decades have vastly changed the way that

we work, play, and entertain ourselves.

Finally, improvements in economic organization can also

promote economic growth. Of the four sources of growth, this

one is probably the most often overlooked. The legal system of a

country influences the degree of economic cooperation. His-

torically, legal innovations have been an important source of eco-

nomic progress. During the 18th century, a system of patents

provided investors with a private property right to their ideas.

About the same time, the recognition of the corporation as a legal

entity reduced the cost of forming large firms that were often re-

quired for the mass production of manufactured goods. Both of

these improvements in economic organization accelerated the

growth of output in Europe and North America.

Effective economic organization will facilitate social coopera-

tion and channel resources toward the production of goods that

people value. Conversely, economic organization that protects

wasteful practices and fails to reward the creation of wealth will

18



retard economic progress. In Part II we will investigate more fully

the broad characteristics of effective economic organization.
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7. Income is Compensation Derived from
the Provision of Services to Others.
People Earn Income by Helping Others

PEOPLE DIFFER WITH REGARD to their productive abilities, pref-

erences, opportunities, development of specialized skills, will-

ingness to take risks, and luck. These differences influence

incomes because they influence the value of the goods and ser-

vices individuals will be able or willing to provide to others.

While considering differences among people, we must not

lose sight of precisely what income is. Income is simply compen-

sation received in exchange for productive services supplied to

others. People who earn large incomes provide others with lots of

things that they value. If they did not, other people would not be

willing to pay them so generously. There is a moral here. If you

want to earn a large income, you had better figure out how to help

others a great deal. The converse is also true. If you are unable

and unwilling to help others very much, your income will be

quite small.

This direct link between helping others and receiving income

provides each of us with a strong incentive to acquire skills and

develop talents that are highly valued by others. College students

study for long hours, endure stress, and incur the financial cost of

schooling in order to become, for example, doctors, chemists, and

engineers. Other people acquire training and experience that will

help them develop electrician, maintenance, or computer pro-

gramming skills. Still others invest and start a business. Why do

people do these things? Many factors undoubtedly influence

such decisions. In some cases, individuals may be motivated by a

strong personal desire to improve the world in which we live.

However, and this is the key point, even people who are motivated

primarily by the pursuit of income will have a strong incentive to
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develop skills and undertake investments that are valuable to

others. Provision of services that others value is the source of high

earnings. Therefore, when markets determine incomes, even in-

dividuals motivated primarily by the pursuit of personal income

will have a strong incentive to pay close attention to what it is that

others value.

Some people have a tendency to think that high-income indi-

viduals must be exploiting others. Recognition that income is

compensation received for helping others makes it easy to see the

fallacy in this view. People who earn a large income almost al-

ways improve the well-being of large numbers of people. The en-

tertainers and athletes who earn huge incomes do so because

millions of people are willing to pay to see them perform. Busi-

ness entrepreneurs who succeed in a big way do so by making

their products affordable to millions of consumers. The late Sam

Walton (founder of Walmart Stores) became the richest man in

the United States because he figured out how to manage large in-

ventories more effectively and bring discount prices on

brand-name merchandise to small town America. Later, Bill

Gates, the founder and president of Microsoft, rose to the top of

the Forbes magazine “Wealthiest Four Hundred” list by develop-

ing a product that dramatically improved the efficiency and com-

patibility of desk-top computers. Millions of consumers who

never heard of either Walton or Gates nonetheless benefitted

from their entrepreneurial talents and low-priced products.

Walton and Gates made a lot of money because they helped a lot

of people.
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8.  Profits Direct Businesses Toward
Activities that Increase Wealth

THE PEOPLE OF A NATION will be better off if their resources are

used to produce goods and services that are highly valued in

comparison with their costs. At any given time, there is virtually

an infinite number of potential investment projects. Some will in-

crease the value of resources and promote economic progress.

Others will reduce the value of resources and lead to economic

decline. If economic progress is going to proceed, the value-in-

creasing projects must be encouraged and the value-reducing

projects avoided.

This is precisely what profits and losses do in a market set-

ting. Business firms purchase resources and use them to produce

a product or service that is sold to consumers. Costs are incurred

as the business pays workers and other resource owners for their

services. If the sales of the business firm exceed the costs of em-

ploying all of the resources required to produce the firm’s output,

then the firm will make a profit. In essence, profit is a reward that

business owners will earn if they produce a good that consumers

value more (as measured by their willingness to pay) than the re-

sources required for that good’s production (as measured by the

cost of bidding the resources away from their alternative employ-

ment possibilities).

In contrast, losses are a penalty imposed on businesses that

reduce the value of resources. The value of the resources used up

by such unsuccessful firms exceeds the price consumers are will-

ing to pay for their product. Losses and bankruptcies are the mar-

ket’s way of bringing such wasteful activities to a halt.

For example, suppose that it costs a shirt manufacturer

$20,000 per month to lease a building, rent the required machines,
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and purchase the labour, cloth, buttons, and other materials nec-

essary to produce and market 1,000 shirts per month. If the manu-

facturer sells the 1,000 shirts for $22 each, his actions create

wealth. Consumers value the shirts more than they value the re-

sources required for their production. The manufacturer’s $2

profit per shirt is a reward received for increasing the value of the

resources.

On the other hand, if the shirts could not be sold for more than

$17 each, then the manufacturer would show a loss of $3 per shirt.

This loss results because the manufacturer’s actions reduced the

value of the resources—the shirts were worth less to consumers

than were the resources required for their production.
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We live in a world of changing tastes and technology, imper-

fect knowledge, and uncertainty. Business decision-makers can-

not be sure of either future market prices or costs of production.

Their decisions must be based on expectations. Nonetheless, the

reward-penalty structure of a market economy is clear. Firms that

produce efficiently and anticipate correctly the products and ser-

vices for which future demand will be most urgent (relative to

production cost) will make economic profits. Those that are inef-

ficient and allocate resources incorrectly into areas of weak future

demand will be penalized with losses.

Essentially, profits and losses direct business investment to-

ward projects that promote economic progress and away from

those that squander scarce resources. This is a vitally important

function. Nations that fail to perform this function well will al-

most surely experience economic stagnation.
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9. The “Invisible Hand” Principle—Market
Prices Bring Personal Self-interest
and the General Welfare into Harmony

Every individual is continually exerting himself to find out the
most advantageous employment for whatever capital he can
command. It is his own advantage, indeed, and not that of the
society which he has in view. But the study of his own advantage
naturally, or rather necessarily, leads him to prefer that employ-
ment which is most advantageous to society…. He intends only
his own gain, and he is in this, and in many other cases, led by an
invisible hand to promote an end which was not part of his in-
tention.1

—Adam Smith

AS ADAM SMITH NOTED, the remarkable thing about an econ-

omy based on private property and freedom of contract is that

market prices will bring the actions of self-interested individuals

into harmony with the general prosperity of a community or na-

tion. The entrepreneur “intends only his own gain” but he is di-

rected by the “invisible hand” of market prices to “promote an

end [economic prosperity] which was not part of his intention.”

The invisible hand principle is difficult for many people to

grasp because there is a natural tendency to associate order with

centralized planning. If resources are going to be allocated sensi-

bly, surely some central authority must be in charge. The invisi-

ble hand principle stresses that this need not be the case. When
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private property and freedom of exchange are present, market

prices will register the choices of literally millions of consumers,

producers, and resource suppliers and bring them into harmony.

Prices will reflect information about consumer preferences, costs,

and matters related to timing, location, and circumstances that

are well beyond the comprehension of any individual or cen-

tral-planning authority. This single summary statistic—the mar-

ket price—provides producers with everything they need to

know in order to bring their actions into harmony with the ac-

tions and preferences of others. The market price directs and mo-

tivates both producers and resource suppliers to provide those

things that others value highly, relative to their costs.

No central authority is needed to tell business decision-mak-

ers what to produce or how to produce it. Prices will do the job.

For example, no one has to force the farmer to raise wheat, or tell

the construction firm to build houses, or convince the furniture
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the U.S. during the 1970s and Eastern Europe during the 1990s.
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manufacturer to produce chairs. When the prices of these and

other products indicate that consumers value them as much or

more than their production costs, producers seeking personal

gain will supply them.

Neither will it be necessary or even helpful for a central au-

thority to monitor the production methods of business firms.

Farmers, construction companies, furniture manufacturers, and

thousand of other producers will seek out the best resource com-

bination and most cost-effective production methods because

lower costs mean higher profits. It is in the interest of each pro-

ducer to keep costs down and quality up. In fact, competition vir-

tually forces them to do so. High-cost producers will have

difficulty surviving in the marketplace. Consumers, seeking the

best value for their money, will see to that.

The invisible hand of the market process works so automati-

cally that most people give little thought to it. Most simply take it

for granted that goods people value will be produced in approxi-

mately the quantities that consumers want to buy them. The long

waiting lines and “sold out until next week” signs that character-

ize centrally-planned economies are almost totally unknown to

the residents of market economies. Similarly, the availability of a

vast array of goods that challenges even the imagination of mod-

ern consumers is largely taken for granted. The invisible hand

process brings order, harmony, and diversity. The process works

so quietly, however, that it is both little understood and seldom

appreciated. Nonetheless, it is vital to our economic well-being.
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10.  Ignoring Secondary Effects and
Long-term Consequences is the Most
Common Source of Error in Economics

HENRY HAZLITT, PERHAPS THIS CENTURY’S greatest popular

writer on economics, authored the book Economics in One Lesson.

Hazlitt’s one lesson was, that when analyzing an economic pro-

posal, one

must trace not merely the immediate results but the results in
the long run, not merely the primary consequences but the sec-
ondary consequences, and not merely the effects on some special
group but the effects on everyone.2

Hazlitt believed that failure to apply this lesson was, by far,

the most common source of economic error.

It is difficult to argue with this point. Time and again, politi-

cians stress the short-term benefits derived from a policy, while

completely ignoring longer-term consequences. Similarly, there

seems to be an endless pleading for proposals to help specific in-

dustries, regions, or groups without considering their impact on

the broader community, including taxpayers and consumers.

Of course, much of this is deliberate. When seeking political

favours, interest groups and their hired representatives have an

incentive to put the best spin on their case. Predictably, they will

exaggerate the benefits, while ignoring important components of

costs. When the benefits are immediate and easily visible, while

the costs are less visible and mostly in the future, it will be easier

for interest groups to sell befuddled economic reasoning.
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It is easy to point to instances where the secondary effects are

largely ignored. Consider the case of rent controls imposed on

apartments. Proponents argue that controls will reduce rents and

make housing more affordable for the poor. Yes, but there will be

secondary effects. The lower rental prices will depress the rate of

return on housing investments. Current owners of rental units

may be forced to accept the lower return, but this will not be true

for potential future owners. Many of them will channel their

funds elsewhere; apartment house investments will fall; and the

future availability of rental units will decline. Shortages will de-

velop and the quality of rental housing will fall with the passage

of time. These secondary effects, however, will not be immedi-

ately observable. Thus, rent controls command substantial popu-

larity in communities from Montreal and Toronto to New York

and Berkeley, California even though a declining supply of rental

housing, poor maintenance, and shortages are the inevitable re-

sult. In the words of Swedish economist Assar Lindbeck: “In

many cases rent control appears to be the most efficient technique

presently known to destroy a city—except for bombing.”3

The proponents of tariffs and quotas to “protect jobs” almost

always ignore the secondary effects of their policies. Consider the

impact of trade restrictions that reduce the supply of foreign-pro-

duced automobiles in the North American market. As a result,

employment in the domestic automobile industry expands. But

what about the secondary effects on others? The restrictions will

mean higher prices for automobile consumers. As a result of the

higher prices, many auto consumers will be forced to curtail their

purchases of food, clothing, recreation, and literally thousands of

other items. These reductions in spending will mean less output

and reduced employment in these areas. Furthermore, there is

also a secondary effect on foreigners. Since foreigners sell fewer
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automobiles to Americans, they acquire fewer dollars with which

to import American-made goods. When foreigners sell less to us,

they will have less purchasing power with which to buy from us.

Therefore, U.S. exports will fall as a result of the restrictions on

automobile imports. Once the secondary effects are considered,

the impact on employment is clear. The restrictions do not create

jobs; they reshuffle them. Employment is higher in the auto in-

dustry, but lower in other industries, particularly export indus-

tries. Unfortunately, the jobs of the people actual working in the

automobile industry are highly visible, while the secondary ef-

fects— the “lost jobs” in other industries—are less visible. Thus, it

is not surprising that many people fall for the “protecting jobs”

argument even though it is clearly fallacious.

Let’s consider one final misconception that reflects a failure to

consider the secondary effects. Politicians often argue that gov-

ernment spending on favoured projects expands employment.

Of course, there may be good reasons for government expendi-

tures on roads, increased police protection, administration of jus-

tice, and so forth. The creation of jobs, however, is not one of

them. Suppose the government spends $2 billion employing

workers to build a high speed train linking Windsor and Mon-

treal. How many jobs will the project create? Once the secondary

effects are considered, the answer is none. The government must

either use taxes or debt to finance the project. Taxes of $2 billion

will reduce both consumer spending and private savings and

thereby destroy as many jobs as the government spending will

create. Alternatively, if the project is financed by debt, the bor-

rowing will lead to higher interest rates and a decline in $2 billion

of private investment and consumption expenditures. As in the

case of trade restrictions, the result is job re-shuffling, not job cre-

ation. Does this mean the project should not be undertaken? Not

necessarily. But it does mean that its justification must come from

benefits provided by the high-speed train rather than the illusory

benefits of an expansion in employment.
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SEVEN MAJOR SOURCES
OF ECONOMIC PROGRESS

1. Private Ownership: People Will Be More

Industrious and Use Resources More Wisely

When Property is Privately Owned.

2. Freedom of Exchange: Policies that Reduce the

Volume of Exchange Retard Economic Progress.

3. Competitive Markets: Competition Promotes the

Efficient Use of Resources and Provides a

Continuous Stimulus for Innovative

Improvements.

4. An Efficient Capital Market: If a Nation is Going

to Realize Its Potential, It Must Have a

Mechanism Capable of Allocating Capital into

Wealth-Creating Projects.

5. Monetary Stability: Inflationary Monetary

Policies Distort Price Signals and Undermine a

Market Economy.

6. Low Tax Rates: People Will Produce More When

They are Permitted to Keep More of What They

Earn.

7. Free Trade: A Nation Can Gain by Selling Goods

that It Can Produce at a Relatively Low Cost and

Using the Proceeds to Buy Things that It Can

Produce Only at a High Cost.



1.  Private Ownership: People Will Be
More Industrious and Use Resources
More Wisely When Property is
Privately Owned

Men always work harder and more readily when they work on
that which belongs to them….It is surely undeniable that, when
a man engages in remunerative work, the impelling reason and
motive of his work is to obtain property and thereafter to hold it
as his very own.

—Pope Leo XIII (1878)

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY INVOLVES three things: (a)

the right to exclusive use, (b) legal protection against invaders,

and (c) the right to transfer. Property is a broad term that includes

labour services, ideas, literature, and natural resources, as well as

physical assets like buildings, machines, and land. Private own-

ership allows individuals to decide how they will use their prop-

erty. But it also makes them accountable for their actions. People

who use their property in a manner that invades or infringes

upon the property rights of another will be subject to the same le-

gal forces that were set up to protect their own property. For ex-

ample, private property rights prohibit me from throwing my

hammer through the screen of a computer that you own, because

if I did, I would be violating your property right to your com-

puter. Your property right to your computer restricts me and ev-

eryone else from its use without your permission. Similarly, my

ownership of my hammer and other things that I own restricts

you and everyone else from using them without my permission.
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The important thing about private ownership is the structure

of incentives that emanate from it. There are four major reasons

why this incentive structure will promote economic progress.

First, private ownership encourages wise stewardship. If private

owners fail to maintain their property or if they allow it to be

abused or damaged, they will bear the consequences in the form

of a decline in the value of their property. For example, if you own

an automobile, you have a strong incentive to change the oil, have

the car serviced regularly, and see that the interior of the car is

well kept. Why is this so? If you are careless in these areas, the

car’s value to both you and potential future owners will decline.

Alternatively, if the car is well-maintained and kept in good run-

ning order, it will be of greater value to both you and others who

might want to buy it from you. With private ownership, wise

stewardship is rewarded.

In contrast, when property is owned by the government or

owned in common by a large group of people, the incentive to

take good care of it is weaker. For example when housing is

owned by the government, there is no owner or small group of

owners who will pay a dear price if the property is abused and

poorly maintained. Therefore, it should not surprise us when we

observe that, compared to privately-owned housing, govern-

ment-owned housing is generally run down and poorly main-

tained in both capitalist countries like the United States and

socialist countries like Russia and Poland. This laxity in care,

maintenance, and repair simply reflects the incentive structure

that accompanies government ownership of property.

Second, private ownership encourages people to develop their prop-

erty and use it productively. With private ownership, individuals

have a strong incentive to improve their skills, work harder, and

work smarter. Such actions will increase their income. Similarly,

people have a strong incentive to construct and develop capital

assets like houses, apartments, and office buildings. When such
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developments add more to revenues than to costs, the wealth of

the private owners will increase.

Farming in the former Soviet Union illustrates the impor-

tance of property rights as a stimulus for productive activity. Un-

der the Communist regime, families were permitted to keep

and/or sell all goods produced on small private plots ranging up

to an acre in size. These private plots made up only one percent of

the total land under cultivation; the other 99 percent was culti-

vated by state enterprises and huge agricultural cooperatives.

Nonetheless, as the Soviet press reported, approximately

one-fourth of the total Soviet agricultural output was raised on

this tiny fraction of privately farmed land.

Third, private owners have a strong incentive to use their resources

in ways that are beneficial to others. While private owners can legally

“do their own thing” with their property, their ownership pro-

vides them with a strong incentive to heed the wishes of others.

Private owners can gain by figuring out how to make their prop-

erty and its services more attractive to others. If they employ and

develop their property in ways that others find attractive, the

market value of the property will increase. In contrast, changes

that are disapproved of by others—particularly customers or

potential future buyers—will reduce the value of one’s prop-

erty.

Your ownership of your labour services provides you with a

strong incentive to invest in education and training that will help

you provide services that are highly valued by others. Similarly,

owners of capital assets have an incentive to develop them in

ways that are attractive to others. By way of example, consider the

situation of an apartment complex owner. The owner may not

care anything about parking spaces, convenient laundry facili-

ties, trees, or well kept “green” open spaces accompanying the

apartment complex. However, if consumers value these things

highly (relative to their costs), the owner has a strong incentive to

provide them because they will enhance both his earnings (rents)
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and the market value of his apartments. In contrast, those apart-

ment owners who insist on providing what they like, rather than

the things that consumers actually prefer, will find that their

earnings and the value of their capital (apartments) will decline.

Fourth, private ownership promotes the wise development and con-

servation of resources for the future. The present development of a

resource may generate current revenue. This revenue is the voice

of present consumers. But, higher potential future revenues argue

for conservation. The potential gain in the form of an increase in

the expected future price of the resource is the voice of future us-

ers. Private owners are encouraged to balance these two forces.

Whenever the expected future value of a resource exceeds its

current value, private owners gain if they conserve the resource

for future users. This is true even if the current owner does not ex-

pect to be around when the benefits accrue. For example, suppose

a 65 year-old tree farmer is contemplating whether to cut his

Douglas fir trees. If growth and increased scarcity are expected to

result in future sales revenue that exceeds the current value of the

trees, the farmer will gain by conserving the trees for the future.

When ownership is transferable, the market value of the farmer’s

land will increase in anticipation of the future harvest as the trees

grow and the expected day of harvest moves closer. Thus, the

farmer will be able to sell the trees (or the land including the trees)

and capture their value at any time even though the actual har-

vest may not take place until well after his death.4
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For centuries, doomsday commentators have argued that we

are about to run out of trees, vital minerals, or various sources of

energy. In sixteenth-century England, fear arose that the supply

of wood would soon be exhausted as that resource was widely

used as a source of energy. Higher wood prices, however, en-

couraged conservation and led to the development of coal. The

“wood crisis” soon dissipated. In the middle of the nineteenth

century, dire predictions arose that the world was about to run

out of whale oil, at the time the primary fuel for artificial lighting.

As whale oil prices rose, pressures for a substitute energy source

heightened. This led to the development of kerosene, and the end

of the “whale oil crisis.”

Later, as people switched to petroleum, doomsday predic-

tions about the exhaustion of this resource arose almost as soon as

the resource was developed. An idea about the extent to which

early estimates of petroleum supplies underestimated consis-

tently the potential supply can be gathered from the presidential

address of Dr. Campbell Watkins to the International Association

for Energy Economics in 1992. Watkins notes that the estimates of

Alberta’s total gas reserves in 1957 were 75 trillion cubic feet. By

1985 the estimated reserve remaining, in spite of the intervening

consumption, was 149 trillion cubic feet. In 1987 the reserve esti-

mated was further adjusted to 170 trillion cubic feet and the 1992
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similar decline in the size of their elephant population. In contrast, Zimba-
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Since assigning private ownership rights to elephants, Zimbabwe has seen
its elephant population grow from 30,000 to 43,000. Elephant populations
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Malawi, and Namibia—are also increasing. See Randy Simmons and Urs
Kreuter, “Herd Mentality: Banning Ivory Sales Is No Way to Save the Ele-
phant,” Policy Review (Fall 1989), pp. 46-49, for additional details on this
topic.



figure was nearly 200 trillion cubic feet. In other words, far from

“running out” of natural gas, Canada is actually discovering

more gas as time passes.

Doomsday forecasters fail to recognize that private owner-

ship provides people with a strong incentive to conserve a valu-

able resource and search for substitutes when there is an increase

in the relative scarcity of the resource. With private ownership, if

the scarcity of a resource increases, the price of the resource will

rise. The increase in price provides producers, innovators, engi-

neers, and entrepreneurs with an incentive to (a) conserve on the

direct use of the resource, (b) search more diligently for substi-

tutes, and (c) develop new methods of discovering and recover-

ing larger amounts of the resource. To date, these forces have

pushed doomsday further and further into the future. For re-

sources that are privately owned, there is every reason to believe

that they will continue to do so.5

People who have not thought the topic through often associ-

ate private ownership with selfishness. This is paradoxical since

the truth is nearly the opposite. Private ownership both (a) pro-

vides protection against selfish people who would take what

does not belong to them and (b) forces resource users to fully bear
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the cost of their actions. When property rights are well-defined,

secure, and tradeable, suppliers of goods and services will have

to provide resource owners with at least as good a deal as they

can get elsewhere. Employers cannot seize and use scarce re-

sources without compensating their owners. The resource own-

ers will have to be paid enough to attract them away from

alternative users.

In essence, securely defined private property rights eliminate

the use of violence as a competitive weapon. A producer that you

do not buy from is not permitted to burn down your house. Nei-

ther is a competitive resource supplier, whose prices you under-

cut, permitted to slash your automobile tires or threaten you with

bodily injury.

Private ownership keeps power dispersed and expands the

area of activity that is based on voluntary consent. Power con-

ferred by private ownership is strictly limited. Private business

owners cannot force you to buy from them or work for them.

They cannot levy a tax on your income or your property. They

can acquire some of your income only by giving you something

that you believe to be more valuable in return. The power of even

the wealthiest property owner (or largest business) is limited by

competition from others willing to provide similar products or

services.

In contrast, as the experience of Eastern Europe and the for-

mer Soviet Union illustrates, when government ownership is

substituted for private property, enormous political and eco-

nomic power is bestowed upon a small handful of political fig-

ures. One of the major virtues of private property is its ability to

check the excessive concentration of economic power in the

hands of the few. Widespread ownership of property is the en-

emy of tyranny and the abusive use of power.

Thus, it is clear what the former socialist countries need to do.

As Nobel laureate Milton Friedman recently stated, the best pro-
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gram for Eastern Europe can be summarized “in three words: pri-

vatize, privatize, privatize.”6 Private property is the cornerstone

both of economic progress and of personal liberty.
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2.  Freedom of Exchange: Policies that
Reduce the Volume of Exchange
Retard Economic Progress

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE IS A FORM OF SOCIAL COOPERATION. It

permits both parties to get more of what they want. In a market

setting, neither the buyer nor the seller is forced into an exchange.

Personal gain provides the motivation for exchange agreements.

As we previously noted, exchange promotes social gain—a

larger output and income than would otherwise be achievable.

When governments impose blockades that limit cooperation

through exchange, they stifle economic progress.

There are various ways that countries stifle exchange. First,

many countries impose regulations that limit entry into various busi-

nesses and occupations. If you want to start a business or provide a

service, you have to fill out forms, get permission from different

bureaus, show that you are qualified, indicate that you have suffi-

cient financing, and meet various other regulatory tests. Some of-

ficials may refuse your application unless you are willing to pay a

bribe or make a contribution to their political coffers. Hernando

De Soto, in his revealing book The Other Path, found that in Lima,

Peru it took 289 days for five people working full-time to meet the

regulations required to legally open a small business producing

garments. Furthermore, along the way, ten bribes were solicited

and on two occasions it was necessary to pay the bribes in order to

get the permission to operate “legally.” In many cases, if you are

financed with foreign capital there is an additional maze of regu-

lations. Needless to say, policies of this type stifle business com-

petition, encourage political corruption, and drive decent people

into the underground (or what De Soto calls the “informal”)

economy.
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Second, countries also stifle exchange when they substitute discre-

tionary political authority for the rule of law. Several countries make

a habit of adopting high-sounding laws that grant political ad-

ministrators substantial interpretive power and discretionary au-

thority. For example, in the mid-1980s customs officials in

Guatemala were permitted to waive tariffs if they thought that

doing so was in the “national interest.” Legislation of this type is

an open invitation for government officials to solicit bribes. It cre-

ates regulatory uncertainty and makes business activity more

costly and less attractive, particularly for honest people. The

structure of law needs to be precise, unambiguous, and nondis-

criminatory. If it is not, it will be a major roadblock retarding

gains from trade.

Third, many countries impose price controls that stifle exchange.

When the price of a product is legally fixed above the market

level, buyers will purchase fewer units and the quantity ex-

changed will fall. On the other hand, if the price is fixed lower

than the market level, suppliers will be unwilling to produce as

many units. This, too, will reduce the volume of exchange. In

terms of units produced and sold, it makes little difference

whether price controls push prices up or force them down; both

will reduce the volume of trade and the gains from production

and exchange.

Exchange is productive; it helps us get more from the avail-

able resources. Policies that force traders to pass through various

political roadblocks are generally counterproductive, even when

they are intended to protect a domestic industry. In fact, they are

equivalent to shooting oneself in the foot. If a country is going to

realize its full potential, restrictions limiting trade and increasing

the cost of doing business need to be kept to a minimum. The abil-

ity to provide a service that others are willing to purchase volun-

tarily is powerful evidence that the activity is productive. The

market is the best regulator.
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3.  Competitive Markets: Competition
Promotes the Efficient Use of
Resources and Provides a Continuous
Stimulus for Innovative Improvements

Competition is conducive to the continuous improvements of
industrial efficiency. It leads…producers to eliminate wastes
and cut costs so that they may undersell others…. It weeds out
those whose costs remain high and thus operates to concentrate
production in the hands of those whose costs are low.7

—Clair Wilcox

COMPETITION OCCURS WHEN THERE IS FREEDOM of entry into a

market and there are alternative sellers in the market. The compe-

tition may be among small-scale or large-scale firms. Rival firms

may compete in local, regional, national, or even global markets.

Competition is the lifeblood of a market economy.

Competition places pressure on producers to operate efficiently and

cater to the preferences of consumers. Competition weeds out the in-

efficient. Firms that fail to provide consumers with quality goods

at competitive prices will experience losses and eventually be

driven out of business. Successful competitors have to outper-

form rival firms. They may do so through a variety of meth-

ods—quality of product, style, service, convenience of location,

advertising, and price—but they must consistently offer consum-

ers as much or more value than they can get elsewhere.
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What keeps McDonald’s, General Motors, or any other busi-

ness firm from raising prices, selling shoddy products, and pro-

viding lousy service? Competition. If McDonald’s fails to provide

an attractively priced sandwich with a smile, people will turn to

Burger King, Wendy’s, and other rivals. Similarly, as recent expe-

rience has shown, even a firm as large as General Motors will lose

customers to Ford, Honda, Toyota, Chrysler, Volkswagen,

Mazda, and other automobile manufacturers if it fails to keep up

with its rivals.

Competition also provides firms with a strong incentive to develop

improved products and discover lower-cost methods of production. No

one knows precisely what products consumers will want next or

which production techniques will minimize per-unit costs. Com-

petition helps us discover the answer. Is that new visionary idea

the greatest thing since the development of the fast-food chain?

Or is it simply another dream that will soon turn to vapour? En-

trepreneurs are free to introduce an innovative new product or a

promising production technology; they need only the support of

investors willing to put up the necessary funds. The approval of

central planners, a legislative majority, or business rivals is not

required in a market economy. Nonetheless, competition holds

entrepreneurs and the investors who support them accountable;

their ideas must face a “reality check” imposed by consumers. If

consumers value the innovative idea enough to cover the cost of

the good or service that is produced, the new business will pros-

per and succeed. Conversely, if consumers are unwilling to do so,

the business will fail. Consumers are the ultimate judge and jury

of business innovation and performance.

Producers who wish to survive in a competitive environment

cannot be complacent. Today’s successful product may not pass

tomorrow’s competitive test. In order to succeed in a competitive

market, businesses must be good at anticipating, identifying, and

quickly adopting improved ideas.
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Competition also discovers the type of business structure and

size of firm that can best keep the per-unit cost of a product or ser-

vice low. Unlike other economic systems, a market economy does

not mandate or limit the types of firms that are permitted to com-

pete. Any form of business organization is permissible. An

owner-operated firm, partnership, corporation, employee-

owned firm, consumer cooperative, commune, or any other form

of business is free to enter the market. In order to be successful, it

has to pass only one test: cost-effectiveness. If a form of business

organization, such as a corporation or employee-owned firm, is

able to achieve low per-unit cost in a market, it will tend to sur-

vive. Correspondingly, a business structure that results in high

per-unit cost will be driven from a competitive market.
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The same is true for size of firm. For some products, a busi-

ness must be quite large to take full advantage of the potential

production economies of scale. When per-unit costs decline as

output increases, small businesses tend to have higher produc-

tion costs (and therefore higher prices) than their larger counter-

parts. When this is the case, consumers interested in maximum

value for their money will tend to buy from the lower-priced

larger firm. Most small firms will eventually be driven from the

market. Larger firms, generally organized as corporations, tend

to survive in such markets. The auto and airplane manufacturing

industries illustrate these forces.

In other instances, small firms, often organized as individual

proprietorships or partnerships, will be more cost-effective.

When personalized service and individualized products are val-

ued highly by consumers, it may be difficult for large firms to

compete. Under these circumstances, mostly small firms will sur-

vive. For example, this is generally true for law and medical prac-

tices, printing shops, and hair-styling salons. A market economy

permits cost considerations and the interaction between produc-

ers and consumers to determine the type and size of firm in each

market.

When large-scale enterprises have lower costs, it will be par-

ticularly important that nations do not either limit competition

from foreign suppliers or prevent domestic firms from selling

abroad. This point is vitally important for small countries. For ex-

ample, since the domestic market of a country like South Korea is

small, a Korean automobile manufacturer would have extremely

high costs per unit if it could not sell automobiles abroad. Simi-

larly, domestic consumers in small countries would have to pay

an exceedingly high price for automobiles if they were prohibited

from buying from large-scale, lower-cost foreign producers.

In summary, competition harnesses personal self-interest

and puts it to work elevating our standard-of-living. As Adam
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Smith noted in the Wealth of Nations, individuals are motivated by

self-interest:

It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the
baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their
own self-interest. We address ourselves not to their humanity
but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessi-
ties, but of their advantages.8

In a competitive environment, even self-interested individu-

als and profit-seeking business firms have a strong incentive to

serve the interests of others and provide consumers with at least

as much value as they can get elsewhere. This is the path to
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8 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations,
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greater income and larger profits. Paradoxical as it may seem,

personal self-interest—a characteristic many view as less than

admirable—is a powerful source of economic progress when it is

directed by competition.
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4.  An Efficient Capital Market: If a Nation
is Going to Realize Its Potential, It
Must Have a Mechanism Capable of
Allocating Capital into
Wealth-Creating Projects

CONSUMPTION IS THE GOAL OF ALL PRODUCTION. However, we

can sometimes magnify our production of consumption goods

by first using resources to produce machines, heavy equipment,

and buildings and then applying these capital resources to the

production of the desired consumer goods. Therefore, invest-

ment—the construction and development of long-lasting re-

sources designed to help us produce more in the future—is an

important potential source of economic growth.

Resources used to produce investment goods will be unavail-

able for the direct production of consumption goods. Therefore,

investment requires savings—the forgoing of current consump-

tion. Someone—either the investor or someone willing to supply

funds to the investor—must save in order to finance investment.

Funds cannot be invested unless they are saved.

Not all investment projects will create wealth. If an invest-

ment project is going to enhance the wealth of a nation, the value

of the additional output derived from the investment must exceed

the cost of the investment. Conversely, when the value of the ad-

ditional output is less than the cost of the investment, the project

is counterproductive. Projects of this type reduce wealth. If a na-

tion is going to realize its potential, it must have a mechanism ca-

pable of attracting savings and channelling them into

wealth-creating investment projects.

In a market economy, the capital market performs this func-

tion. This highly diverse market includes the markets for stocks,
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real estate, and businesses, as well as the loanable funds market.

Financial institutions such as banks, insurance companies, mu-

tual funds, and investment firms play important roles in this mar-

ket. The capital market coordinates the actions of savers who

supply funds to the market with those of investors seeking funds

to finance various business activities. Private investors have a

strong incentive to evaluate potential projects carefully and to

search for profitable projects. Investors ranging from stockhold-

ers to partnership investors to small business owners will search

for and undertake profitable ventures because such investments

will increase their personal wealth. Profitable investments gener-

ally create wealth. A project will be profitable if the revenues de-

rived from the additions to output exceed the cost of the

investment. Revenues that exceed the costs of an investment are

strong evidence that people value the output of the investment

more than the resources required to produce the capital asset.

Thus, profitable investments tend to increase not only the wealth

of the investor, but also the wealth of the nation.

Of course, in an uncertain world, private investors will some-

times make mistakes; sometimes they undertake projects that

prove to be unprofitable. If investors were unwilling to take such

chances, many new ideas would go untested and many worth-

while, but risky, projects would not be undertaken. Mistaken in-

vestments are a necessary price paid for fruitful innovations in

new technologies and products. Counterproductive projects,

however, must be brought to a halt. The capital market assures

that this will be the case. Private investors will not continue to

waste their funds on unprofitable and unproductive projects.

Without a private capital market, it is virtually impossible to

attract funds and consistently channel them into wealth-creating

projects. When investment funds are allocated by the govern-

ment rather than the market, an entirely different set of criteria

come into play. Political clout replaces the expected return on in-

vestment as the basis for allocating funds. Investment funds will
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often be channelled to political supporters and to projects that

benefit individuals and groups with political clout.

When politics replaces markets, investment projects often re-

duce wealth rather than enhance it. The experience of Eastern Eu-

rope and the former Soviet Union illustrates this point. For four

decades (1950–90), the investment rates of these countries were

among the highest in the world. Central planners allocated ap-

proximately one-third of the national output into investment.

Even these high rates of investment, however, did little to im-

prove living standards because political rather than economic

considerations determined which projects would be funded. Re-

sources were often wasted on political boondoggles and high vis-

ibility investments favoured by important political leaders.

Sometimes governments fix interest rates and thereby ham-

per the ability of markets to channel personal savings toward

wealth-creating projects. Worse still, when an interest rate ceiling

is combined with inflationary monetary policy, the interest rate

adjusted for inflation—what economists call the “real interest

rate”—will often be negative! When the government-mandated

interest rate is less than the rate of inflation, the wealth of people

who save is reduced. Their savings and interest earnings will buy

less and less with the passage of time. Under these circumstances,

there will be little incentive to save and supply funds to the do-

mestic capital market. “Capital flight” will result as domestic in-

vestors seek positive returns abroad and foreign investors

completely shun the country. Such policies destroy the domestic

capital market. Lacking both financial capital and a mechanism to

direct investment toward wealth-creating projects, productive

investment in such countries comes to a standstill. Income stag-

nates and even regresses.

As Exhibit 1 illustrates, Argentina, Zambia, Somalia, Uganda,

Sierra Leone, Ecuador, Ghana and Tanzania followed this course

during the 1980s. All of these countries fixed the interest rate and

followed an inflationary monetary policy. As a result, the infla-
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tion-adjusted interest rate—the real return on savings depos-

its—was negative throughout much of the 1980s in each of these

countries! So, too, was their growth rate.

These countries followed policies that destroyed the mecha-

nism that would normally provide potential private investors

with loanable funds and channel those funds toward wealth-cre-

ating projects. Lacking a mechanism to perform this vitally im-

portant function, they regressed during the 1980s. Countries that

destroy their capital markets pay a severe price for their folly.
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Exhibit 1: Capital Markets, Real Interest Rates, and the
Growth of Per Capital GDP in Developing Countries

Countries with
Negative Real
Interest Rates

Real Interest Rates
a

Annual Growth
Rate of Per Ca-

pita GDP,
1980-90

1983-85 1988-90

Argentina -163 -1179 -1.7

Zambia -16 -77 -2.8

Somalia -35 -69 -0.7

Uganda -74 -65 0.3

Sierra Leone -37 -41 -0.9

Ecuador -19 -21 -0.4

Ghana -46 -15 -0.4

Tanzania -21 -12 -0.3

a The real interest rate is equal to the nominal deposit interest rate during a year
minus the inflation rate.

Source: World Bank, World Development Report (annual) and World Tables:
1990-92 edition.



5.  Monetary Stability: Inflationary
Monetary Policies Distort Price
Signals and Undermine a Market
Economy

FIRST AND FOREMOST, MONEY IS A MEANS OF EXCHANGE. It re-

duces transaction costs because it provides a common denomina-

tor into which all goods and services can be converted. Money

makes it possible for people to engage in complex exchanges in-

volving the receipt of income or payment of a purchase price

across lengthy time periods. Money provides us with a means

through which we can store purchasing power for future use.

Money is also a unit of accounting that enhances our ability to

keep track of revenues and costs that are incurred over time.

The productive contribution of money, however, is directly

related to the stability of its value. In this regard, money is to an

economy what language is to communication. Without words

that have clearly defined meanings to both the speaker and lis-

tener, communication is impossible. So it is with money. If money

does not have a stable and predictable value, it will be more costly

for borrowers and lenders to conduct exchanges; saving and in-

vesting will involve additional risks; and time-dimension trans-

actions (for example, the payment of the purchase price for a

house or automobile over a time period) will be fraught with ad-

ditional danger. When the value of money is unstable, exchange

is retarded and the gains from specialization, large-scale produc-

tion, and social cooperation are reduced.

There is no mystery about the cause of monetary instability.

Like that of other commodities, the value of money is determined

by supply and demand. When the supply of money is constant or

increases at a slow steady rate, the purchasing power of money

will be relatively stable. In contrast, when the supply of money
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expands rapidly and unpredictably relative to the supply of

goods and services, prices are inflated and the purchasing power

of money declines. This often happens when governments print

money (or borrow from a central bank) in order to pay their bills.

Politicians often blame inflation on greedy businesses, pow-

erful labour unions, big oil companies, or foreigners, for example.

But their efforts are a ruse—a diversionary tactic. Both economic

theory and historical experience indicate that persistent inflation

arises from a single source: rapid growth in the supply of money.

Exhibit 2 illustrates this point. Countries that increased their

money supply at a slow rate experienced low rates of inflation

during the 1980s. This was true for large countries like Germany,

Japan, and the United States, as well as for small countries like

Switzerland, Netherlands, Cote d’Ivoire, and Cameroon. As the

growth of the money supply of a country increased, however, so

too did the rate of inflation (see data for Portugal, Venezuela,

Costa Rica, Turkey, Ghana, Zaire, and Mexico). Extremely high

rates of monetary-growth led to hyperinflation. This point was il-

lustrated vividly by the experience of Israel, Peru, Argentina, and

Bolivia. A triple-digit annual growth rate in the money supply of

these countries led to a triple-digit annual rate of inflation.

Every country in the world with a low inflation rate in recent

decades has adopted a policy of slow monetary growth. Con-

versely, every country that has experienced rapid inflation has

followed a course of rapid monetary expansion. This link be-

tween rapid monetary growth and inflation is one of the most

consistent relationships in all of economics.

Inflation undermines economic prosperity. It makes the plan-

ning and undertaking of capital investment projects extremely

hazardous. Unexpected changes in the inflation rate can quickly

turn an otherwise profitable project into a personal economic di-

saster. Given the additional uncertainty that accompanies high

rates of inflation, many decision-makers will simply forgo capital

investments and other transactions involving long-term commit-
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Exhibit 2: Monetary Growth and Inflation,
1980-1990

Annual Growth
Rate of the

Money Supply

Annual Rate of
Inflation

Slow Growth of the Money Supply

Netherlands 2.8 1.9

Germany 4.0 2.7

Cote d’Ivoire 4.1 2.7

Japan 4.9 1.5

United States 5.0 3.7

Switzerland 5.1 3.7

Cameroon 5.6 5.6

Canada 5.6 6.3

Rapid Growth of the Money Supply

Portugal 13.2 18.2

Venzuela 16.8 19.3

Costa Rica 22.6 23.5

Ghana 41.8 42.7

Turkey 46.8 43.2

Mexico 61.4 70.4

Zaire 67.3 60.9

Hyper-growth of the Money Supply

Israel 98.6 101.4

Peru 157.3 233.7

Argentina 368.9 395.1

Bolivia 444.1 318.4



ments. Because of this, mutually advantageous trades will be cur-

tailed and the potential gains from these exchanges will be lost.

When governments inflate, people will spend less time pro-

ducing and more time trying to protect their wealth. Since failure

to anticipate the rate of inflation accurately can have a substantial

effect on one’s wealth, individuals will divert scarce resources

away from the production of goods and services and into the ac-

quisition of information on the future rate of inflation. The ability

of business decision-makers to forecast changes in prices be-

comes more valuable than their ability to manage and organize

production. Speculative practices are encouraged as persons try

to outwit each other with regard to the future direction of prices.

Funds flow into speculative investments like gold, silver, and art

objects rather than into productive investments like buildings,

machines, and technological research. As resources move from

productive to unproductive activities, economic progress is re-

tarded.
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Prices rose by a similar amount. Excessive monetary expansion is the cause of inflation.



But perhaps the most destructive impact of inflation is that it

undermines the creditability and confidence of citizens in their

government. At the most basic level, people expect government

to protect their person and property from intruders who would

take what does not belong to them. When government become an

intruder—when it cheats citizens by “watering down” the value

of their currency—how can people have any confidence that the

government will protect their property against other intrusions,

enforce contracts, or punish unethical and criminal behaviour?

When the government “waters down” its currency, it is in a weak

position to punish, for example, an orange juice producer that di-

lutes juice sold to customers or a business that waters down its

stock (issues additional stock without permission of current

stockholders).

Certain general principles are vital to the establishment of a

stable monetary regime. First, if a country has a central bank that

conducts monetary policy, the bank must be (a) independent of

the political authorities and (b) held accountable for the mainte-

nance of price stability. The most independent central bank in the

world is the German Bundesbank. The Bundesbank Act of 1957

states that the bank “shall be independent of instructions from

the federal government.” Furthermore, the Bundesbank is obli-

gated to support the economic policies of the government “only

insofar as this support does not undermine its assigned task of

preserving monetary stability.”

In contrast, the central banks of Latin American countries

have been almost entirely beholden to political officials. Under

these regimes, central banking authorities who are unwilling to

fund budget deficits with printing press money are often fired

and replaced by someone “more cooperative.” Not surprisingly,

the German Bundesbank has one of the best inflation records in

the world, while the politicized central banks of Latin America

are best known for their inflationary policies.
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Central bank authorities can be held accountable in various

ways. They can be required by law to maintain the inflation rate

(or a general price index or the rate of monetary growth) within a

narrow range. Failure to do so might result in the dismissal of the

bank’s governing board. Alternatively, the salaries of the board

and funds for operation might be tied to their record of monetary

and price stability.

Some countries like Hong Kong and Singapore, for example,

have set up a currency board as a means of achieving monetary

stability. The currency board establishes a fixed rate of exchange

between the currency that it issues and the currency of the reserve

assets that it maintains. Under this arrangement, the currency

board is required to maintain 100 percent reserves in the form of

reserve assets such as U.S. dollars (and bonds). In essence, the 100

percent reserve requirement and agreement to exchange its cur-

rency for the foreign currency at the fixed rate ties the domestic

currency to the foreign currency. Therefore, the inflation rate in a

currency board country will be about the same as for the country

whose bonds and currency are held as reserves.

While there are various ways that monetary and price stabil-

ity can be achieved, there can be little question about its impor-

tance as a source of economic prosperity. Without monetary

stability, potential gains from capital formation and other ex-

changes involving time commitments will be eroded and the peo-

ple of the country will fail to realize their full potential.
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6.  Low Tax Rates: People Will Produce
More When They are Permitted to
Keep More of What They Earn

Taxes are paid in the sweat of every man who labours. If those
taxes are excessive, they are reflected in idle factories, in tax-sold
farms, and in hordes of hungry people tramping streets and
seeking jobs in vain.

—Franklin Roosevelt
in Pittsburgh, Oct. 19, 1932

WHEN HIGH TAX RATES TAKE a large share of income, the in-

centive to work and to use resources productively is reduced. The

marginal tax rate—the share of additional income that is taxed

away—is particularly important. As marginal tax rates increase,

the share of additional earnings that individuals are permitted to

keep declines.

There are three reasons why high marginal tax rates will re-

duce output and income. First, high tax rates discourage work effort

and reduce the productive efficiency of labour. When marginal tax

rates soar to 55 percent or 60 percent, individuals get to keep less

than half of what they earn. People who do not get to keep much

of what they earn tend not to earn very much. Some (for example,

someone with a working spouse) will drop out of the labour

force. Others will simply work fewer hours. Still others will de-

cide to take more lengthy vacations, forgo overtime opportuni-

ties, retire earlier, be more particular about accepting jobs when

unemployed, or forget about pursuing that promising but risky

business venture. In some cases, high tax rates even drive a na-

tion’s most productive citizens to countries where taxes are
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lower. These substitutions reduce the available labour supply,

causing output to decline.

High tax rates also result in inefficient utilization of labour.

Some individuals will substitute less-productive activities that

are not taxed (for example, do-it-yourself projects) for work op-

portunities yielding taxable income. Waste and economic ineffi-

ciency result.

Second, high tax rates reduce both the level and efficiency of capital

formation. High tax rates repel foreign investment and cause do-

mestic investors to search for investment projects abroad where

taxes are lower. Therefore, capital formation—which provides

the fuel for economic growth—is retarded. Domestic investors

will also turn to projects that shelter current income from taxation

and away from projects with a higher rate of return but fewer

tax-avoidance benefits. Business ventures that are designed to

show an accounting loss in order to shelter income from the tax

collector will become more widespread. As the result of the

tax-shelter benefits, people are often able to gain from projects

that reduce the value of resources. Scarce capital is wasted and re-

sources are channelled away from their most productive uses.

Third, high marginal tax rates encourage individuals to substitute

less-desired tax-deductible goods for more-desired, nondeductible

goods. Here the inefficiency stems from the fact that individuals

do not bear the full cost of tax-deductible purchases. High mar-

ginal tax rates make tax deductible expenditures cheap for per-

sons in high tax brackets. Since the personal cost, but not the cost to

society, is cheap, taxpayers confronting high marginal tax rates

will spend more money on pleasurable, tax-deductible items,

such as plush offices, Hawaiian business conferences, and vari-

ous fringe benefits (for example, a company luxury automobile,

business entertainment, and a company retirement plan). Since

such tax deductible purchases reduce their taxes, people will of-

ten buy such goods even though they do not value them as much
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Exhibit 3: Marginal Tax Rates and Economic Growth

Top Marginal Rate Annual
Growth Rate
of Per Capita

GDP,
1980-1990

1984 1989

HIGH TAX COUNTRIES

Iran 90 75 -1.2

Morocco 87 87 1.4

Zambia 80 75a -2.9

Dominican Republic 73 73 -0.1

Tanzania 95 50a -0.3

Zimbabwe 63 60 -0.5

Zaire 60a 60a -1.4

Cameroon 60 60 -0.7

Ghana 60a 55a -0.4

Average Growth Rate -0.7

LOW TAX COUNTRIES

Hong Kong 25 25 5.7

Indonesia 35 35 3.7

Mauritius 30 35 5.0

Singapore 40 33 4.2

Malaysia 45 45 2.6

Average Growth Rate 4.2

aIndicates that the top rate applied at an equivalent income of less than $10,000.

Source: The marginal tax rate data are from Price Waterhouse, Individual Tax
Rates, 1984 and 1989. The growth rate data are from the World Bank, World De-
velopment Report, 1992.



as it costs to produce them. Waste and inefficiency are by-prod-

ucts of this incentive structure.

In short, economic analysis indicates that high tax rates will

reduce productive activity, retard capital formation, and pro-

mote wasteful use of resources. Predictably, the income of a

country that imposes high marginal tax rates will fall below its

potential.

As Exhibit 3 shows, several less-developed countries levy ex-

ceedingly high marginal tax rates and these rates are often ap-

plied at a very low income level. For example, in 1989 Tanzania

levied a 50 percent tax on virtually all personal income. Thus,

people got to keep only half of what they earned. Similarly, peo-

ple with equivalent incomes of less than $10,000 U.S. dollars con-

fronted marginal tax rates of between 55 percent and 75 percent

in Zambia, Ghana, and Zaire. Top marginal tax rates of 60 per-

cent or more were levied in Iran, Morocco, Dominican Republic,

Zimbabwe, and Cameroon. Not surprisingly, the average real

per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of these high tax

countries actually declined during the 1980s. Only one of the

high tax countries (Morocco) was able to achieve any growth

during the decade.

In contrast, marginal tax rates were much lower in five less

developed countries; Hong Kong, Indonesia, Mauritius, Singa-

pore, and Malaysia. These low-tax countries enjoyed rapid eco-

nomic growth. Their real per capita GDP grew at an annual rate

of 4.2 percent during the 1980s. High tax rates are an obstacle to

prosperity and the growth of income. Governments that want to

promote prosperity will strive to keep tax rates, particularly mar-

ginal tax rates, low.
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7.  Free Trade: A Nation Can Gain by
Selling Goods that It Can Produce at a
Relatively Low Cost and Using the
Proceeds to Buy Things that It Can
Produce Only at a High Cost

Free trade consists simply in letting people buy and sell as they
want to buy and sell…. Protective tariffs are as much applica-
tions of force as are blockading squadrons, and their objective is
the same—to prevent trade. The difference between the two is
that blockading squadrons are a means whereby nations seek to
prevent their enemies from trading; protective tariffs are a
means whereby nations attempt to prevent their own people
from trading.9

—Henry George (1886)

THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN INTERNATIONAL trade are basi-

cally the same as those involved in any other voluntary exchange:

the exchange enables each trading partner to produce and con-

sume more than would otherwise be achievable. There are three

reasons why this is so.

First, with international trade the people of each nation will be able

to use more of their resources to produce and sell things that they do well

and use the proceeds to purchase goods that they could produce only at a

high cost. Resource endowments differ substantially across coun-

tries. These differences influence costs. Goods that are quite

costly to produce in one country may be economical to produce in
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other countries. The people of each country can gain by specializ-

ing in those things that they can produce at a relatively low cost.

For example, countries with warm, moist climates such as Brazil

and Colombia find it advantageous to specialize in the produc-

tion of coffee. People in countries such as Canada and Australia,

where land is abundant and population sparse, tend to specialize

in land-intensive products, such as wheat, feed grains, and beef.

In contrast, in Japan where land is scarce and there is a highly

skilled labour force, the Japanese specialize in manufacturing

such items as cameras, automobiles, and electronic products for

export. As the result of this specialization and trade, aggregate

output increases and people in each country are able to achieve a

higher standard of living than would otherwise be possible.

Second, international trade allows both domestic producers and

consumers to gain from reductions in per-unit costs that often accom-

pany large-scale production, marketing, and distribution. This point is

particularly important for small countries. With trade, domestic

producers can operate on a larger scale and therefore achieve

lower per-unit costs than would be possible if they were solely

dependent on their domestic market. For example, textile manu-

facturers in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea would have

much higher per-unit costs if they were unable to sell abroad. The

domestic textile market of these countries would be too small to

support large, low-cost firms in this industry. With international

trade, however, textile firms in these countries are able to pro-

duce (and sell) large outputs and compete quite effectively in the

world market.

International trade also benefits domestic consumers by per-

mitting them to purchase from large-scale producers abroad. The

aircraft industry provides a vivid illustration of this point. Given

the huge designing and engineering costs, the domestic market of

almost all countries would be substantially less than the quantity

required for the efficient production of jet planes. With interna-

tional trade, however, consumers around the world are able to
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purchase planes economically from large-scale producers, such

as Boeing or McDonnell-Douglas.

Third, international trade promotes competition in domestic mar-

kets and allows consumers to purchase a wide variety of goods at eco-

nomical prices. Competition from abroad helps keep domestic

producers on their toes. It forces them to improve the quality of

their products and keep costs low. At the same time, the variety of

goods that are available from abroad provides consumers with a

much broader array of choices than would be available in the ab-

sence of international trade.

The recent experience of the North American automobile in-

dustry illustrates this point. Faced with stiff competition from

Japanese firms, the Big Three automobile manufacturers worked

hard to improve the quality of their vehicles. As a result, the reli-

ability of the automobiles and light trucks available to North

American consumers—including those vehicles produced by do-

mestic manufacturers—is almost certainly higher than would

have been the case in the absence of competition from abroad.

When countries impose tariffs, quotas, exchange rate con-

trols, bureaucratic regulations on importers or exporters, or other

types of trade restraints, they increase transaction costs and re-

duce the gains from exchange. As Henry George noted (see above

quote), trade restraints are like a blockade that a nation imposes

on its own people. Just as a blockade imposed by an enemy will

harm a nation, so too will a self-imposed blockade in the form of

trade restrictions.

Exhibit 4 presents data on the relationship between trade re-

strictions and economic growth during the 1980s for eighteen less

developed countries—eight with low trade restrictions and ten

with high trade restrictions. The eight low-restriction countries

had relatively low tariff rates (taxes on international trade), and

they reduced their tariff rates during the 1980s. For the most part,

the low-restriction countries also refrained from the use of ex-
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change rate controls. Thus, the black market premium for cur-

rency conversion was either nonexistent or quite small.

Reflecting the fact that trade barriers were low, the size of the in-

ternational trade sector for each of the eight low-restriction coun-

tries was large, compared to other countries of similar size. The

annual growth rate of per capita income for the low-restriction

countries was 5 percent during the 1980-90 period.

Now look at the data for the ten countries that imposed sub-

stantial restrictions on international trade. The tariff rates of the

high-restriction countries were generally greater than 10 percent,

approximately four times the rates imposed by the low-restric-

tion countries. Exchange rate controls resulted in a black market

currency conversion premium of 50 percent or more in six (Iran,

Brazil, Peru, Bangladesh, Argentina, and Sierra Leone) of the

high-restriction countries. Compared to countries of similar size,

the international trade sector was small for each of the ten

high-restriction countries. On average, the per capita income of

the ten high-restriction countries was unchanged during the

1980s. Per capita GDP declined in six of the ten countries. Only

two (India and Pakistan) were able to achieve a growth rate equal

to that of a low-restriction country. Thus while the low-restriction

countries prospered, the high-restriction countries stagnated.

Non-economists often argue that import restrictions can cre-

ate jobs. When analyzing this view, it is once again important to

keep in mind that it is production that really matters, not jobs.

With free trade, domestic consumers are permitted to buy what-

ever they want wherever they can get the lowest prices. Similarly,

domestic producers are able to sell their products wherever they

can get the highest prices. The result is that consumers get more

for their money and resource owners produce more goods and

services that people value. If jobs were the key to high incomes,

we could easily create as many as we wanted. All of us could

work one day digging holes and the next day filling them up. We

would all be employed, but we would also be exceedingly poor
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Exhibit 4: The Economic Growth of Less Developed
Countries with Low and High Trade Restrictions

Average Tax Rate on Inter-
national Trade

Black Market
Exchange
Rate Pre-

mium, 1988a

Annual
Growth of
Per Capita

GDP
1980-90

1980 1989

LOW TRADE RESTRICTIONS

Singapore 0.5 0.2 0 4.2

Hong Kong 0.0 0.0 0 5.7

Malaysia 7.7 3.2 0 2.6

Ireland 3.0 2.5 2 2.9

Taiwan 3.6 2.2 1 6.5

Thailand 6.9 5.2 1 5.8

South Korea 4.1 3.0 10 8.6

Indonesia 2.9 2.2 16 3.7

Average Growth Rate 5.0

HIGH TRADE RESTRICTIONS

Iran 8.5 14.6 1030 -1.2

Brazil 10.0 5.5 57 0.5

India 15.5 21.6 14 3.2

Peru 10.6 5.0 240 -2.6

Bangladesh 13.4 12.1 318 2.0

Rwanda 13.3 n.a. 30 -2.3

Argentina 9.5 7.0 50 -1.7

Sierra Leone 13.3 11.8 1406 -0.9

Pakistan 15.3 16.1 10 3.2

Ghana 17.3 11.4 36 -0.4

Average Growth Rate 0.0

n .a. indicates that the data are not available

a A sizeable black market exchange rate premium indicates that the country
has imposed exchange rate controls that substantially limit the ability of do-
mestic citizens to convert the national currency to other currencies.

Source: Derived from World Bank, World Tables, 1991, and World Development
Report, 1992; International Montary Fund, Government Finance Yearbook, 1991;
and International Currency Analysis, The World Currency Yearbook, 1989-90.



because such jobs would not generate goods and services that

people value.

Of course, import restrictions may expand employment in in-

dustries shielded by the restraints. This does not mean that they

expand total employment, however. Exports provide the pur-

chasing power for imports. When Canadians erect tariffs, quotas,

and other barriers limiting the ability of foreigners to sell in Can-

ada, they are simultaneously limiting the ability of foreigners to

buy goods produced in Canada. If foreigners are unable to sell as

much to Canadians, they will have fewer of the Canadian dollars

required to buy from Canadians. Thus, import restrictions will

indirectly reduce exports. Output and employment in export in-

dustries will decline, offsetting any “jobs saved” in the protected

industries. In essence, import restraints direct resources away

from areas where domestic firms are low-cost producers and into

areas where the domestic firms are high-cost producers. Thus,

more of our resources will be employed producing things that we

do poorly and fewer will be employed doing those things that we

do best. Such policies waste resources and reduce domestic in-

comes.

Many Canadians believe that trade restrictions are necessary

to protect Canadian workers from imported goods produced by

cheap labour. This view is also false. Countries export goods to us

so they can acquire dollars with which to buy from us. The relative

prices of goods will determine the direction of this trade.

High-wage countries will tend to import things that are relatively

cheap abroad and export goods that are relatively cheap at home.

Therefore, high wage countries like Canada and the United States

will tend to import labour-intensive goods, such as wigs, rugs,

toys, handicrafts, fine glass and some manufactured goods. On

the other hand, they will tend to export goods like grains,

petro-chemicals, leading edge computers, aircraft and scientific

instruments that are produced with high-skill labour, fertile farm

land, petroleum and knowledge capital, resources that are rela-
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tively abundant in both countries. Trade between two countries

like Canada and the United States which have similar endow-

ments of resources will tend to be intra-industry trade: cars for

cars, beer for beer, cheese for cheese, softwood lumber for hard-

wood lumber. In intra-industry trade two countries specialize in

the production of particular kinds of goods and then trade with

others to get a variety of them. So, for example, in the recent past

Canada has produced all of the Plymouth Voyager minivans and

all of the Chevrolet Lumina cars for North America in single

plants and then imported the other Chrysler and GM vehicles.

The long production runs made possible by producing only one

type of vehicle per plant enable Canadians and Americans to get

access to a wide selection of cars at lower prices than would other
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The economy of Hong Kong is probably the freest in the world. Hong Kong has

low taxes, no quotas or tariffs, and virtually no restraints on entry into business.

Since the mid-1960s the per capita income of Hong Kong has doubled every 12

years. Hong Kong now faces a troublesome issue: Will the unification with

China destroy the goose that lays the golden eggs?
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wise be possible. Nearly 80 percent of Canada-U.S. trade is

intra-industry trade and this is expected to increase in the future.

When a country can get a product more cheaply from foreign-

ers than it can produce the good domestically, it can gain by im-

porting the product and using domestic resources to produce

other things. Perhaps an extreme example will illustrate this

point. Suppose a foreign producer such as a Santa Claus who

pays workers little or nothing, were willing to supply Canadians

with free winter coats. Would it make sense to enact a tariff bar-

rier to keep out the free coats? Of course not. Resources that were

previously used to produce coats could now be freed to produce

other goods. Output and the availability of goods would expand.

It makes no more sense to erect trade barriers to keep out cheap

foreign goods than to keep out the free coats of a friendly, foreign

Santa Claus.

If the “job savers” and proponents of trade restraints think

such policies are a good idea, why don’t they favour tariffs and

quotas limiting trade among the provinces of Canada? After all,

think of all of the jobs lost when, for example, Ontario “imports”

lumber and apples from B.C., wheat from Saskatchewan, and fish

from Nova Scotia. All of these products could be produced in On-

tario. However, the residents of Ontario generally find it cheaper

to “import” these commodities rather than produce them locally.

Ontario gains by using its resources to produce and “export” au-

tomobiles. In turn, the auto sales generate the purchasing power

that makes it possible for people from Ontario to “import” goods

that would be expensive for them to produce locally.

Most people recognize that free trade among the provinces is

a major source of prosperity for each of them. They recognize that

“imports” from other provinces do not destroy jobs; they merely

release workers for employment in “export” industries, where

they will be able to produce more value and therefore generate

more income. The underlying source of gains from trade among

nations is exactly the same as for trade among people in different
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provinces. If free trade among the 10 provinces promotes pros-

perity, so too will free trade among nations.

If trade restraints retard economic prosperity, why do so

many countries adopt them? The answer is straightforward: the

political power of special interests. Trade restrictions benefit pro-

ducers (and resource suppliers) at the expense of consumers. In

general, the former group—investors and workers in a specific

industry—are well organized and highly visible, while consum-

ers are generally poorly organized and their gains are more

widely dispersed. Predictably, the organized interest group will

have more political clout—more votes and more campaign

funds. Thus, politicians will often cater to their views. In the case

of trade restrictions, sound economics often conflicts with a win-

ning political strategy.
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PART III:
Economic Progress

and the Role of
Government



TEN ELEMENTS OF CLEAR THINKING ABOUT
ECONOMIC PROGRESS AND
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

1. When Government Protects the Rights of Individuals and

Supplies Goods that Cannot Be Provided Through

Markets, It Helps Promote Economic Progress.

2. Government is Not a Corrective Device.

3. The Cost of Government is: (a) the Decline in Private Sector

Output as the Result of Government’s Use of Resources,

(b) the Cost of Tax Compliance, and (c) the Unrealized

Gains from Exchanges Squeezed Out by Government.

4. Unless Restrained by Constitutional Rules, Special Interest

Groups Will Use the Democratic Political Process to Fleece

Taxpayers and Consumers.

5. Unless Restrained by Constitutional Rules, Legislators

Will Run Budget Deficits that are Often Harmful to the

Economy.

6. When Government Becomes Heavily Involved

Attempting to Help Some People at the Expense of Others,

Resources Will Move Away from Production and Toward

Plunder. Economic Progress Will Be Retarded.

7. The Cost of Government Income Transfers Will Be Far

Greater Than the Net Gain to the Intended Beneficiaries.

8. Government Central Planning of an Economy Merely

Substitutes Politics for Markets; Such an Effort Will Waste

Resources and Retard Economic Progress.

9. Competition is Just as Important in Government as in

Markets. Competition Among Government Units and

Between Government Enterprises and Private

Organizations Will Help Assure that Government is a

Servant of the People.

10. Constitutional Rules that Bring the Political Process and

Sound Economics into Harmony Will Promote Economic

Progress.



1. When Government Protects the Rights
of Individuals and Supplies Goods that
Cannot Be Provided Through Markets,
It Helps Promote Economic Progress

A wise and frugal government, which shall restrain men from
injuring one another, which shall leave them otherwise free to
regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvements, and
shall not take from the mouth of labour the bread it has
earned…. This is the sum of good government.

—Thomas Jefferson
(in a letter to Andrew Jackson)

THERE ARE TWO PRIMARY WAYS that a government can promote

social cooperation and enhance economic welfare: (a) provide

people with protection for their lives, liberties, and properties (as

long as they were acquired without force, fraud, or theft) and (b)

supply a few select goods that have unusual characteristics that

make them difficult to provide through markets. Nobel laureate

James Buchanan refers to these functions as the protective and

productive functions of government.

The protective function encompasses the government’s

maintenance of a framework of security and order, including the

enforcement of rules against theft, fraud, and the use of violence.

Government is assigned a monopoly on the legitimate use of

force in order to protect citizens from each other and from outsid-

ers. Thus, the protective state seeks to prevent individuals from

harming one another and to maintain an infrastructure of rules

within which people can interact with one another harmoni-

ously. The crucial ingredients of this infrastructure include the
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enforcement of contracts and the avoidance of restrictions, regu-

lations, and differential taxes that would restrain exchange.

It is easy to see the economic importance of this function.

When government performs its protective function well, individ-

uals can have confidence that they will not be cheated and that

wealth they create will not be taken from them by either selfish in-

truders or by the government via high taxes and the ravages of in-

flation. Simply put, this protection provides citizens with

assurance that if they sow, they will be permitted to reap. When

this is true, people will sow and reap abundantly.

On the other hand, when a government performs its protec-

tive function poorly, problems arise. If private ownership rights

are not clearly defined and enforced, some parties will predict-

ably engage in harmful actions toward others. They will take

property that does not belong to them and will use resources

without paying for them. When people are allowed to impose

such costs on non-consenting parties, the “true” cost of produc-

ing goods will not be accurately registered by markets. Simulta-

neously, the resources for which property rights are poorly

defined and enforced will tend to be over-utilized. Pollution is a

common side-effect. Clearly, the protective function of govern-

ment is vitally important.

The second primary function of government—the produc-

tive function—involves the provision of what economists call

public goods. Such goods have two distinguishing characteristics:

(1) supplying them to one individual simultaneously makes

them available to others and (2) it is difficult if not impossible to

restrict their consumption to paying customers only. National

defense, flood control projects, and mosquito abatement pro-

grams provide examples of public goods.

It is extremely difficult for private businesses to produce and

market public goods. It is easy to see why. Since the nature of a

public good makes it impossible for a private business to estab-
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lish a one-to-one link between payment and receipt of the good,

the customer has little incentive to buy the good. Why would you

want to buy it? After all, if others buy, you can consume the good

without paying anything for it. Consider the case of a flood-con-

trol project. If a firm builds a dam to control flooding, it will be

difficult if not impossible to provide the flood control to paying

customers while withholding it from nonpaying customers. Rec-

ognizing this difficulty, the potential beneficiaries are generally

unwilling to help cover the cost of the project. Everybody has an

incentive to let “the other guy” pay. When this happens, how-

ever, the project may not be undertaken even if it is productive.

In the case of public goods, citizens may be able to gain if they

undertake the potentially productive public good projects

through government. In essence, activities of this type are what

Adam Smith had in mind when he stated his famous “three roles

for the sovereign.” The legitimate function of government is to do

those things that people cannot do at all, or cannot do very well,

acting in their separate and individual capacities.

How can we tell if a government project is really productive?

People have a tendency to believe that support by a majority

makes a political action productive or legitimate. Perhaps sur-

prising to some, if a government project is really productive, it

will always be possible to allocate the project’s cost so that all vot-

ers will gain. Consider the following benefits received and costs

paid by voters from a project—perhaps the construction of a road:

Voter Benefits Re-
ceived

Tax Payment

Plan A Plan B

Adams $20.00 $5.00 $12.50

Brown 12.00 5.00 7.50

Green 4.00 5.00 2.50

Jones 2.00 5.00 1.25

Smith 2.00 5.00 1.25

TOTAL $40.00 $25.00 $25.00
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The project costs $25 and generates $40 of benefits for the vot-

ers. Since the benefits exceed the costs, the project is productive. If

the project’s $25 cost is allocated equally among the voters (Plan

A), Adams and Brown gain substantially, but Green, Jones, and

Smith will lose. The value of the project to the latter three voters is

less than their $5 cost. If the fate of the project were decided by

majority vote, the project would be defeated by the “no” votes of

Green, Jones, and Smith.

In contrast, look what happens if the cost of the project is allo-

cated among voters in proportion to the benefits they received

(Plan B). Under this arrangement, Adams would pay half ($12.50)

of the $25 cost, since he receives half ($20) of the total benefits

($40). The other voters would all pay in proportion to their bene-

fits received. Under this financing plan, all voters would gain

from the proposal. Even though the proposal could not muster a

majority when the costs were allocated equally among voters, it

would be favoured by all five voters if they were taxed in propor-

tion to the benefits that they received (Plan B).

This simple illustration highlights an extremely important

point about voting and productive projects. When voters pay in

proportion to the benefits received, all voters will gain if the gov-

ern-ment action is productive (and all will lose if it is unproduc-

tive).10 When the benefits and costs of voters are directly related,

productive government action will be favoured by huge majori-

ties. Correspondingly, support by a supramajority, say 80 or 90

percent of the voters, is strong evidence that the project is produc-

tive. Conversely, if a supramajority cannot be achieved, this is
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(Greenwich: JAI Press, Inc., 1988). Nobel laureate James Buchanan has
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strong evidence that the project is counterproductive when the

cost-sharing among voters is closely related to the benefits re-

ceived. Since truly productive projects will tend to be favoured

by the overwhelming bulk of citizens, many economists believe

that taxpayer funds would be spent more productively if a

supramajority were required for the approval of each govern-

ment expenditure program.
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2. Government is Not a Corrective Device

PEOPLE OFTEN HAVE A TENDENCY TO THINK of government, par-

ticularly a democratically elected government, as a corrective de-

vice. They act as if government intervention will solve all types of

problems (for example, poverty, inadequate health care, poor ed-

ucation, or the high cost of housing). This view is false. Govern-

ment is not an entity that will always make decisions in the

“public interest,” however that nebulous term might be defined.

Neither is it a corrective device available for use when market or-

ganization fails to achieve a desired outcome.

Government is merely a method of social organization—an

institutional process through which individuals collectively

make choices and carry out activities. There is no assurance that a

policy favoured by a majority of elected officials will promote

economic progress. In fact, there is good reason to expect that, un-

less the impulses of the majority are restrained, even popularly

elected governments will often adopt policies that undermine

economic prosperity.

Many people equate political democracy with a market econ-

omy. It is true that most countries that have market economies

also have democratic political institutions. However, this is not

always the case. For example, even though Hong Kong has a dy-

namic market economy, it has not had democratic elections,

rather, as a colony of Great Britain it has been under the political

control of the British for almost a century. Similarly, while Singa-

pore, South Korea, and Chile have had growing market econo-

mies in recent years, the political regimes of these countries have

sometimes been oppressive and authoritarian. Conversely, a po-

litical democracy does not always guarantee a market economy.

Several democratic countries rely extensively on government
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edicts and tax-expenditure policies rather than markets to allo-

cate goods and resources. Israel and India provide examples.

It is also important to recognize the fundamental differences

between political democracy and markets. When a democratic

government levies taxes in order to finance government provi-

sion of a good, coercion is involved. Dissenting minorities have to

pay taxes to finance the good regardless of whether they receive it

or value it. The power to tax allows a government to take prop-

erty (for example, income) from individuals without their per-

mission. There is no such parallel coercive power in the private

sector. Private firms can charge a high price, but they cannot force

anyone to buy. Indeed, private firms must provide customers

with value, or otherwise they will be unable to attract the con-

sumer’s dollar. This is not always true with government. When

government bureaus or business firms are financed or subsidized

by taxes, there is no assurance that people value the output more

than its costs.

Unconstrained political democracy is a system of majority

rule, while market allocation is a system of proportional repre-

sentation. When decisions are made through government, if the

majority wants more spending on group housing, apartments in

the central city, or sex education in public school, the minority

must yield and pay the assigned costs. In contrast, the market al-

lows various groups to vote for and receive what they want. For

example, when schooling is allocated through the market, some

parents choose schools that stress religious values, while others

opt for secularism in education. Still others select schools that em-

phasize basic skills, or cultural diversity, or vocational prepara-

tion. With markets, each of these diverse preferences can be

satisfied. One need not be a member of the majority; even small

minorities are able to “vote” with their consumer dollars and get

what they want. As long as any individual or group is willing to

pay the cost, the market will respond to their preferences. Each is
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represented in proportion to the size of its purchases. Conflicts

that arise when choices are made in the public sector are avoided.
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3.  The Cost of Government is: (a) the
Decline in Private Sector Output as
the Result of Government’s Use of
Resources, (b) the Cost of Tax
Compliance, and (c) the Unrealized
Gains from Exchanges Squeezed Out
by Government

POLITICIANS OFTEN SPEAK AS IF TAXES are the cost of govern-

ment. The cost of any product is what we have to give up in order

to produce it. Government is no exception. There are three types

of costs incurred when governments provide goods and services.

First, there is the loss of private sector output that could have

been produced with the resources that are now employed pro-

ducing the goods supplied by the government. The resources

that go into police protection, highways, missiles, education,

health care, or any other government “product” have alternative

uses. If they were not tied up producing goods supplied through

the public sector, they would be available to the private sector.

Note that this cost is incurred regardless of whether public-sector

goods are financed by current taxes, an increase in government

debt, or money creation. It can only be diminished by reducing

the size of government purchases.

Second, there is the cost of the resources used to collect taxes

and comply with tax legislation: tax returns must be prepared

and monitored; tax laws must be enforced. Resources used for

these purposes are unavailable for the production of other things

in either the private or public sector. In the United States, studies

indicates that it takes businesses and individuals approximately

5.5 billion worker-hours (the equivalent of 2,750,000 full-time

workers) each year just to complete the taxation paperwork. This
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compliance cost adds approximately 15 cents to every dollar of

tax revenue raised by the government. In Canada, while precise

estimates are not available, it can be assumed that about

one-tenth of this cost is incurred or about 500 million hours of

work. At $15.00 per hour this amounts to $7.5 billion or 13 cents

out of every dollar raised in income taxes.

Finally, there is the “excess burden” cost due to price distor-

tions resulting from taxes (and borrowing). As a result of taxes,

some otherwise mutually advantageous exchanges will become

unprofitable, and therefore they will be forsaken. Forgoing these

potential gains will impose a cost on the economy. In other cases,

taxes may induce individuals to allocate more time to leisure or

non-market activities. This, too, will reduce output. Still other

taxes will induce people to engage in counter-productive tax

avoidance activities, which will impose an additional cost on the

economy.
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Thus, government purchases cost substantially more than the

tax bill or level of expenditures. These costs should be considered

when analyzing the merits of government programs.

It is also important to recognize that politicians will attempt

to conceal the cost of government. As Louis XIV’s Finance Minis-

ter, Jean Baptiste Colbert, put it, “The art of taxation consists in so

plucking the goose as to elicit the least amount of hissing.” The

political attractiveness of budget deficits, money creation, and

various indirect taxes stems from the desire of politicians to con-

ceal the costs of government programs.

The deception with regard to business taxes is particularly

widespread. Politicians often speak of imposing taxes on “busi-

ness” as if part of the tax burden could be transferred from indi-

viduals to a non-person (business). Purely and simply, business

taxes, like all other taxes are paid by individuals. A corporation or

business firm may write the check to the government, but it does

not pay the taxes. The business firm merely collects the money

from someone else—its customers, employees, or stockhold-

ers—and transfers it to the government. It may be good political

rhetoric to talk about “business” taxes, but the fact is that taxes

and all other costs of government are paid for by people.
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4.  Unless Restrained by Constitutional
Rules, Special Interest Groups Will
Use the Democratic Political Process
to Fleece Taxpayers and Consumers

WHEN PUBLIC POLICY IS LIMITED within its proper boundary,

government can contribute mightily to economic prosperity.

However, this will require more than majority rule and the popu-

lar election of legislators.

Unfortunately, democratically elected officials can often gain

by supporting policies that favour special interest groups at the

expense of the general public. Consider a policy that generates

substantial personal gain for the members of a well-organized

group (for example, industrial interests, members of a labour un-

ion, or farmers) at the expense of the broader interests of taxpay-

ers or consumers. While there are not so many members of the

organized interest group, individually their personal gain is large.

In contrast, while the people who are harmed are many, the cost

imposed on each is small and the source of the cost is often diffi-

cult to identify.

For issues of this type, it is easy to see why politicians often

support special interest groups. Since the personal stake of the in-

terest group members is substantial, they have a strong incentive

to form alliances and let candidates and legislators know how

strongly they feel about the issue. Many interest group members

will condition both their vote and their financial support almost

exclusively on the basis of where a politician stands on issues of

special importance to them. On the other hand, since a special in-

terest issue exerts only a small personal impact on other voters,

the bulk of voters will often be uninformed and generally care lit-

tle about such an issue.
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If you are a vote-seeking politician what would you do?

Clearly, little gain would be derived from supporting the interest

of the largely uninformed and disinterested majority, while vocal

supporters, campaign workers, and most importantly, campaign

contributions can be derived from the support of the policies fa-

voured by the special interests. In the age of media politics, there

is strong pressure for politicians to support special interests, tap

them for campaign funds, and use the contributions to project a

positive candidate image on television. Politicians unwilling to

play this game—those unwilling to use the government treasury

to provide well-organized interest groups with favours in ex-

change for political support—are seriously disadvantaged.

Given the current rules, politicians are led as if by an invisible

hand to reflect the views of special interest groups, even though

this often leads to wasteful policies.

The bottom line is clear: representative government based

solely on majority rule does not handle special interest issues

well. The tendency of the unrestrained political process to fa-

vour well-organized groups helps explain the presence of many

programs that reduce the size of the economic pie. For example,

consider the case of agricultural marketing boards. These struc-

tures are established under the authority of provincial govern-

ments ostensibly to stabilize the cost and assure the quality of

the products produced under their aegis. From an economic

point of view, marketing boards are a government sanctioned

cartel which controls the supply of milk, eggs, chicken etc., by

controlling who may produce these products and under what

conditions.

In practice, controlling the supply has meant reducing the

supply and pushing up the price. The cartel is able to make higher

prices stick because not only are they able to control domestic

production, but they also control the ability of Canadians to im-

port foreign produce. With absolute control over the supply,

marketing boards effectively set the price wherever they want
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it—subject only to the political pressures that would be caused by

too high a price.

The extent to which the price of agricultural products subject

to the effects of these boards are above the price that would pre-

vail in the absence of the boards can be judged from the cost of the

quotas which must be acquired by each new producer before

they can enter the market. In the case of eggs and milk produc-

tion, for example, the quota, which is a piece of paper giving the

right to produce to the owner, costs as much as the land, build-

ings, machinery and animals necessary to operate an entry level

dairy or egg farm. In order to acquire this quota, the typical

farmer has to acquire a rather large mortgage, or borrow heavily

from his or her family.

Given the sizable impact on their personal wealth, it is per-

fectly sensible for farmers to use their votes, contributions and

political influence to help politicians who support their interests.

In contrast, it makes no sense for the average voter to investigate

this issue or give it any significant weight when deciding for

whom to vote. In fact, most Canadians, except those who buy

their chicken, eggs and dairy products across the border in the

U.S., are unaware that they pay several hundred dollars per year

in the form of higher prices to egg and milk producers, most of

which goes to wealthy farmers. As a result, politicians can gener-

ally gain by continuing to support the farmers even though the

subsidy program wastes resources and reduces the wealth of the

nation.

The political power of special interests also explains the pres-

ence of tariffs and quotas on steel, shoes, textiles, clothing and

several other products. Federally-funded irrigation projects, sub-

sidized agricultural grazing rights, subsidized business loans,

subsidies to: airports; arts groups; cultural groups; young people;

old people; those who live in areas of high unemployment, and of

course those mainstays of Canadian politics, regional subsidies,

are other examples of politically motivated policy. Each of these
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policies is rooted in the special interest effect rather than sound

economic doctrine. While each such program individually im-

poses only a small drag on our economy, in the aggregate they

bust the federal budget, waste resources, and lower the standard

of living of Canadians.

The framers of the U.S. Constitution were aware of this defect

of democratic politics (they called the interest groups “factions”).

The Constitution sought to limit pressure from the factions in Ar-

ticle I, Section 8, which specifies that Congress is to levy only uni-

form taxes for programs that promote the common defense and

general welfare. This clause was designed to preclude the use of

general tax revenue to provide benefits to sub-groups of the pop-

ulation. However, through the years court decisions and legisla-

tive acts have gutted and distorted its meaning. Thus, as it is

currently interpreted, the U.S. Constitution is no longer able to

constrain the political power of well-organized special interest

groups.

The fathers of Canadian Confederation betrayed no particu-

lar interest in or knowledge of this problem and there are no cor-

responding sections of the Canadian Constitution. It may be for

that reason, or for the reason that Canadians are less hostile to the

redistributive activities of government, that there tend to be more

such special interest programs in Canada.
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5.  Unless Restrained by Constitutional
Rules, Legislators Will Run Budget
Deficits that are Often Harmful to the
Economy

WHEN THE SPENDING OF A GOVERNMENT exceeds its revenues,

a budget deficit results. In 1992, the federal budget deficit of Can-

ada was $35.5 billion. Governments generally issue interest-earn-

ing bonds to finance their budget deficits. By year end 1992, the

Canadian government had approximately $458 billion of bonds

outstanding. These outstanding obligations are often referred to

as the national debt. When the government runs a budget deficit, it

increases the size of the national debt.

Deficit spending has become a way of life for modern govern-

ments. During the 1970s and 1980s, the central governments of

every major industrial country consistently ran budget deficits.

In turn, these deficits pushed up the national debt. As Exhibit 5

shows, the net national debt of Canada has been increasing as a

percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) since 1975.

The source of the deficits is hardly a mystery. Parliamentar-

ians like to spend money on programs to please their constitu-

ents. On the other hand, they do not like to tax, since taxes impose

a visible cost on voters. Debt is an alternative to current taxes—it

pushes the visible cost of government into the future.

What impact does debt-financing have on the economy? Do

deficits harm future generations? Some argue that debt-financing

permits us to have a party today and send the bill to our grand-

children. Clearly, this view overstates the case. The ability of debt

to shift the cost of government into the future is limited. In Can-

ada, most of the government debt is owed to Canadians. Canadi-

ans will have to pay higher taxes to meet the interest payments on
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the national debt. At the same time, however, most of the interest

income will be received by Canadians. Thus, in the case of do-

mestically held debt, our children and grandchildren will both

pay the taxes to service the debt and receive the interest pay-

ments.

There will, of course, be redistribution associated with this

process since only some of those who must pay the increased

taxes will also be the recipients of the increased interest income

from the bonds. But, more importantly, the interest cost of servic-

ing the debt outstanding can rise very rapidly to use up the fiscal

resources of the government. At the moment, for example, inter-

est on the national debt uses up 31 cents of every dollar collected

in taxes by Canada’s federal government. That means that only

69 cents collected from current taxpayers is available to pay for

current programs. The question is, will taxpayers continue to pay
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the relatively high tax rates imposed in Canada if smaller and

smaller fractions of it are used to provide services?

When current resources are used to produce government ser-

vices, these resources will not be available to produce other

things. This will be true regardless of whether the government fi-

nances these services with debt or taxes. For example, when the

government builds a highway, it draws resources with alterna-

tive uses away from the private sector. Current output of goods

for private consumption and investment will decline as a result of

the government’s use of resources. This cost is incurred in the

present; debt financing cannot push it into the future.

Does this mean that there is little reason to be concerned

about an adverse impact of deficits on future generations? Not

necessarily. Debt-financing influences future generations pri-

marily through its potential impact on savings and capital forma-

tion. If the current generation leaves lots of factories, machines,

houses, knowledge, and other productive assets to its children,

then the productive potential of the next generation will be high.

Alternatively, if fewer productive assets (and more government

bonds) are passed along to the next generation, then their pro-

ductive capability will decline accordingly. Thus, the true mea-

sure of how government debt influences future generations

involves knowledge of its impact on capital formation.

Most economists believe that government borrowing to fi-

nance a deficit pushes interest rates upward. These higher inter-

est rates, in turn, crowd out private investment. If the

government used the borrowed funds for investment, additional

government investment would help to offset the decline in pri-

vate investment. But this is generally not the case. Most govern-

ment spending in industrial countries goes for income transfers,

business subsidies, and other things that provide immediate ben-

efits to organized groups. Thus, the budget deficit almost cer-

tainly reduces the capital stock (tools, machines, and factories)

available to future generations. As a result, the productivity and
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hence the wages of future workers will be lower than would be

true in the absence of deficits.

If the deficits are not controlled, could they cause an eco-

nomic collapse? When considering this view, it is important to

recognize that borrowing is a standard method of doing busi-

ness. Many large and profitable corporations continually have

debt outstanding. As long as the net income of a business firm is

large relative to its interest liability, the outstanding debt poses

little problem. So it is with the federal government. As long as

people have confidence that it can raise the tax revenue necessary

to meet its debt obligations, the federal government will have no

trouble financing and refinancing its outstanding debt.

Thus, the key to credit-worthiness is expected future income

relative to interest liability. This is true for individuals, private

businesses, and governments. What is happening to the

credit-worthiness of the Canadian federal government? In the

late 1940s, approximately 15 percent of Canadian federal reve-

nues went to pay the interest on the national debt. As Exhibit 6 il-

lustrates, interest costs were less than 14 percent of federal

revenues throughout the 1951–1977 period. Since that time, inter-

est costs as a share of federal revenues have risen, soaring to 35.6

percent in 1991.

This is a trend that cannot continue, at least not without seri-

ous consequences. If the interest costs continue to rise relative to

federal revenues, people will become increasingly fearful that the

government might resort to “printing-press” money in an effort

to escape its loan obligations. If this should happen, the fear of

rapid money growth and inflation would push interest rates up

and make it even more difficult for the government to meet its

debt obligations. If sufficiently intense, the fear of inflation alone

could seriously disrupt the long-term capital market not only for

the federal government, but for other borrowers as well. And if

the government did resort to “printing press” money in order to
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pay off its debt, hyperinflation and a breakdown in the exchange

system would result. The economy would be severely crippled.

Excessive debt has led to financial crises elsewhere. The econ-

omies of several countries, including Bolivia, Argentina, Chile,

Brazil, and Israel have been ravaged in recent years by excessive

debt, money creation, and runaway inflation. If the interest liabil-

ity of the federal government continued to grow more rapidly

than revenues, clearly Canada would not be immune to such an

occurrence.

What needs to be done? The “deficit problem” is a political

structure problem. Deficit spending is a natural outgrowth of un-

restrained democratic politics. Borrowing allows politicians to

supply voters with immediate benefits without having to impose a
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parallel visible cost in the form of higher taxes or user charges. If

unconstrained by constitutional rules or strong convictions, pre-

dictably politicians will use deficits to partially conceal the cost of

their programs from voters.

The unconstrained political process plays into the hands of

well-organized interest groups and encourages “pork-barrel”

spending. Each of the 295 Members of Parliament has a strong in-

centive to fight hard for expenditures beneficial to his or her con-

stituents and little incentive to oppose spending by others. A

legislator who is a spending “watch dog” will incur the wrath of

colleagues favouring special programs for their constituencies.

More importantly, the benefits (for example, tax reductions and

lower interest rates) of spending cuts and deficit reductions will

be spread thinly among the voters in all ridings. Thus, the MP’s

constituents will reap only a small part of these benefits.

It is as if 295 families go out to dinner knowing that after the

meal each will receive a bill for 1/295th of the cost. No family

feels compelled to order less, because their restraint will exert lit-

tle impact on the total bill. Why not order shrimp for an appetizer,

entrées of steak and lobster, and a large piece of cheesecake for

dessert? After all, the extra spending will add only a few pennies

to each family’s share of the total bill. However, when everybody

follows this course of action, many items are purchased that are

valued less than their cost.

So it is with Parliamentary decision-making. Parliamentar-

ians have a strong incentive to push for programs helpful to

their own ridings, particularly when each recognizes that other

legislators are doing so. Similarly, they have a strong incentive

to conceal the cost of government programs from voters. Given

this incentive structure, large budget deficits are the expected

occurrence.

Would a tax increase reduce the budget deficit? A careful

study of the Canadian record by Professors James Ahiakpor and
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Salleh Amirkhalkhali suggests that it would not. The reason, ac-

cording to Ahiakpor, is that the tax increase provides greater rev-

enues that spur Parliamentarians to consider even more

spending programs that in turn wipe out the gains made in re-

ducing the deficit.11 The recent failure of a Conservative govern-

ment in Ottawa to reduce the deficit below $30 billion, even

though it greatly increased taxes, suggests that what Ahiakpor

found historically continues to be the case.

The same seems to be true in the United States. A 1991 study

prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of Congress found

that since 1947, every new dollar of tax revenue generated spend-

ing increases of $1.59! Thus additional revenue led to even

greater spending increases. In 1982 President Reagan agreed to a

highly publicized tax increase if Congress would cut spending.

Taxes were increased, but the spending cuts failed to materialize.

Former President Bush fell into the same trap with his infamous

1990 budget agreement. Once again, taxes were raised, spending

increased more than was projected, and the budget deficit ex-

panded. Given the current political structure, there is little reason

to believe that higher taxes will reduce the deficit. Congress will

spend every dollar it can get its hands on, plus a few hundred bil-

lion more!

If we are really going to do something about the deficit, we

will have to modify the political structure. The rules need to be

changed, so it will be more difficult for politicians to spend more

than they are willing to tax. There are several ways this might be

done. The Constitution might be amended to require the federal

government to balance its budget. Municipal governments in

Canada are required to do this and in the United States most state

governments are required to balance their budgets. A constitu-
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tional amendment requiring two-thirds or three-fourths ap-

proval of both the House of Commons and the Senate for

spending proposals and increases in the federal government’s

borrowing power might be sought. This year’s spending might

be limited to last year’s level of revenues. Proposed rule changes

of this type would make it more difficult for legislators to spend,

unless they were willing to tax or charge for the government ser-

vices. Such rule changes would stiffen up the government’s bud-

get constraint, reduce the power of special interests, and

discourage “pork-barrel” politics. They would also force legisla-

tors to consider more carefully the costs of government pro-

grams. An improvement in the cost-effectiveness of government

would surely result.
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6.  When Government Becomes Heavily
Involved Attempting to Help Some
People at the Expense of Others,
Resources Will Move Away from
Production and Toward Plunder.
Economic Progress Will Be Retarded

The tool of politics (which frequently becomes its objective) is to
extract resources from the general taxpayer with minimum of-
fense and to distribute the proceeds among innumerable claim-
ants in such a way to maximize the support at the polls. Politics,
so far as mobilizing support is concerned, represents the art of
calculated cheating—or more precisely, how to cheat without
being really caught.12

—James R. Schlesinger
U.S. Secretary of Defense, 1973-75

THERE ARE TWO WAYS INDIVIDUALS can acquire wealth: produc-

tion and plunder. People can get ahead by producing things (or

services) and exchanging them for income. This method of ac-

quiring income both helps the trading partners and enhances the

wealth of society. But sometimes the rules also allow people to

get ahead by “plundering” what others have produced. This

method not only fails to generate additional income—the gain of

one is a loss to another—but it also consumes resources and

thereby reduces the wealth of the society.
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Governments promote economic prosperity when they en-

courage productive activity and discourage plunder. This objec-

tive can best be achieved by a government that acts as a neutral

force, protecting property rights and enforcing contracts. When

the effective law of the land makes it difficult to take the property

of others, few resources will flow into plunder.

In the modern world, government itself is often used as an

agent for plunder. The quantity of resources directed toward lob-

bying, political campaigns, and the various forms of “fa-

vour-seeking” from the government will be directly proportional

to the ease with which the political process can be used for per-

sonal (or interest group) gain at the expense of others. When a

government fails to allocate the cost of public sector projects to

the primary beneficiaries (through user fees, for example) or

when it becomes heavily involved in income transfer activities,

people will spend more time organizing and lobbying politicians

and less time producing goods and services.13 Resources that

would otherwise be used to create wealth and generate income

are wasted fighting over slices of a shrinking economic pie.

In this era of the unconstrained state, income transfers from

taxpayers to well-organized groups and voting blocs have be-

come the business of modern politics in the wealthy industrial

countries of North America and Western Europe. The competi-

tive advantage goes to the politician who can figure out how to

get revenues in the least offensive way and then use the funds to

favour groups willing to supply the most votes in exchange for

the transfers. Counter-productive, favour-seeking activities are a

natural outgrowth of unrestrained democracy. Unless demo-

cratic governments are constrained constitutionally, politicians
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will enact programs that waste resources and impair the general

standard of living.
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7.  The Cost of Government Income
Transfers Will Be Far Greater Than the
Net Gain to the Intended Beneficiaries

WHEN THE WAR ON POVERTY WAS DECLARED in the United

States in the mid-1960s, and the government of Canada began its

pursuit of “the Just Society,” it was widely believed that poverty

could be eliminated if only citizens were willing to transfer a little

more income to the less fortunate members of society. They were,

and income transfer programs expanded substantially. Social

Welfare transfer payments, which include Old Age Pensions, Unem-

ployment Insurance, Welfare, Canada Pension Plan and a range of mis-

cellaneous programs, are the largest component of government

spending and are growing faster than any other component of spending

other than interest on the public debt.

In spite of this monumental effort, and the generosity of tax-

payers, The National Council on Welfare and the Canadian

Council on Social Development claim that there are still 4 million

Canadians living in poverty! In part, according to Christopher

Sarlo, the author of the book Poverty in Canada, published by the

Fraser Institute in 1992, this impression of persistent poverty is

largely a result of the way in which poverty has been measured. A

more sensible measurement of poverty, excluding students and

others for whom low income is a temporary state, finds it to be

less of a problem. However, there can be no doubt that there is a

persistent problem of poverty, and the question must be why that

is so, given the nearly $100 billion which is taken from taxpayers

and redistributed through government programs.

Economic analysis indicates that their ineffectiveness reflects

a more general proposition: it is difficult to transfer income to a

group of recipients in a manner that will improve their long term

well-being. Once again, this proposition reflects the unintended
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secondary effects of the transfers.14 Three major factors under-

mine the effectiveness of income transfers.

First, an increase in the size of the transfer sector will retard eco-

nomic growth. Income is not like “manna from heaven.” Neither is

national income an economic pie that is baked by the government

so slices of various sizes can be served up hot to people through-

out the country. On the contrary, income is something that peo-

ple produce and earn. It is earned by individuals who provide

others with goods and services for which they are willing to pay.

Tax and transfer policies adversely influence both the tax-

payer’s and the transfer recipient’s incentive to earn. As taxes to

finance the transfers increase, taxpayers have less incentive to

produce and earn and more incentive to invest in wasteful tax

shelters. Some choose, in the face of higher taxes, to drop out of

the formal economy and resort to barter or other less efficient

forms of economic activity. Similarly, since transfer benefits tend

to decline as the income of a recipient increases, the recipient will

also have less incentive to earn since net income will increase by

only a fraction—and in many cases only a small fraction—of the

additional earnings. Thus, neither taxpayers nor transfer recipi-

ents will produce and earn as much as they would in the absence

of the transfer program. In addition, the reallocation of income by

politics will encourage people to spend more time politicking

and less time producing. All of these factors will retard economic

growth, which will tend to reduce the welfare of the intended

beneficiaries as well as that of other citizens.

Second, competition for transfers will erode most of the long-term

gain of the intended beneficiaries. In a world of scarce resources, gov-

ernments must establish a criterion for the receipt of income

transfers and other political favours. If it did not do so, the trans-
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fers would bust the budget. Generally, the government will re-

quire a transfer recipient to own something, do something, or be

something. However, once a criterion is established, people will

modify their behaviour to qualify for the “free” money or other

government favours. As they do so, their net gain from the trans-

fers declines.

The following thought experiment illustrates this important

point. Suppose the government decided to give away a $50 bill

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to all persons willing to wait in line at

the teller windows of the Bank of Canada. Long lines would

emerge. How long? How much time would people be willing to

take from their leisure and their productive activities? A person

whose time was worth $5 per hour would be willing to spend up

to 10 hours waiting in line for the $50. Others whose time was

worth less, say $3 or $4 per hour, would find that what they had to

do in order to get the transfer consumed much of its value.

This simple example illustrates why the intended beneficia-

ries of transfer programs are not helped much. When beneficia-

ries have to do something (for example, wait in line, fill out forms,

lobby government officials, take an exam, endure delays, or con-

tribute to selected political campaigns) in order to qualify for a

transfer, a great deal of their potential gain will be lost as they

seek to meet the qualifying criteria. Similarly, when beneficiaries

have to own something (for example, land with an acreage allot-

ment to grow wheat, or a license to operate a taxicab or sell a

product to foreigners) in order to get a subsidy, people will bid up

the price of the asset needed to qualify for the subsidy until the

higher asset price captures the value of the subsidy. In each case,

the potential beneficiaries will compete to meet the criteria until

they largely dissipate the net value of the transfer. As a result, the

recipient’s net gain will generally be substantially less than the

amount of the transfer payment. This explains why transfer pro-

grams have generally failed to upgrade the well-being of their in-

tended beneficiaries.
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Of course, unanticipated changes in transfer programs can

generate temporary gains or losses for various groups. Once a

program is institutionalized, however, competition will elimi-

nate abnormally large returns from any activity that increases

one’s likelihood of qualifying for a government favour.

There is a third reason for the ineffectiveness of transfers: programs

that protect potential recipients against adversity arising from their im-

prudent decisions encourage choices that increase the likelihood of the

adversity. The transfers do two things to potential beneficiaries:

(a) they make the consequences of the adversity less severe and

(b) they reduce the incentive of potential recipients to take steps

to avoid the adversity. The problem arises because these two

things exert conflicting influences. For example, government

willingness to provide disaster relief on an ongoing basis to those

who suffer flood damage in a flood plain will make it less costly

for people when floods strike. While that is not the intent, under

these circumstances people are encouraged to build in

flood-prone areas. As a result, the damage from floods is greater

than would otherwise be the case.

Unemployment insurance provides another example. The

benefits make it less costly for unemployed workers to refuse

existing offers and keep looking for a better job. Therefore,

workers engage in longer periods of job search and, as a result,

the unemployment rate is higher than would otherwise be the

case. The generosity of benefits for seasonal workers means that

nearly half of unemployment insurance beneficiaries are now

regular annual recipients. They have, in effect, planned their

working lives around the program. In a large percentage of the

cases, the workers involved in repeated annual bouts of unem-

ployment work only the minimum number of weeks required to

receive full benefits.

If you subsidize something, you will get more of it. Anti-pov-

erty transfers are no exception to this general rule. Transfers di-

rected toward the poor encourage high-risk lifestyles (for
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example, the use of drugs, dropping out of school or the

workforce, births by single mothers, marital dissolution, and

abandonment of children by fathers). All of these choices tend to

increase the number of people who are poor. These secondary ef-

fects may not be very important in the short term. Over the longer

term, however, the unintended negative consequences will be

more severe. In addition, the government anti-poverty transfers

crowd out private charitable efforts by families, individuals,

churches, and civic organizations. When taxes are levied to do

more about a problem, private individuals and groups will pre-

dictably adjust and do less to alleviate the problem.

From an economic viewpoint, the failure of transfer pro-

grams ranging from farm price supports to anti-poverty pro-

grams is not surprising. When the secondary effects are

considered, economic analysis indicates that it is extremely diffi-

cult to help the intended beneficiaries over the long term. Because

behaviour changes when benefits are offered there may even be a

perverse effect, as with the increase in unemployment caused by

unemployment insurance, so that the situation is actually made

worse rather than better.
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8.  Government Central Planning of an
Economy Merely Substitutes Politics
for Markets; Such an Effort Will Waste
Resources and Retard Economic
Progress

The man of system…is apt to be very wise in his own con-
ceit…[H]e seems to imagine that he can arrange the different
members of a great society with as much ease as the hand ar-
ranges the different pieces upon a chess-board; he does not con-
sider that the pieces upon the chess-board have not another
principle of motion besides that which the hand impresses upon
them; but that, in the great chess-board of human society, every
single piece has a principle of motion of its own, although differ-
ent from that which the legislature might choose to impress
upon it. If those two principles coincide and act in the same di-
rection, the game of human society will go on easily and harmo-
niously, and is very likely to be happy and successful. If they are
opposite or different, the game will go on miserably, and the so-
ciety must be at all times in the highest degree of disorder.15

—Adam Smith (1759)

AS PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED, GOVERNMENTS can often coordinate

the production of public goods—a small class of goods for which

it is difficult to restrict consumption to paying customers

only—better than markets. Government provision of public

goods can promote economic progress.
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However, many people also believe that government can

pick industries, provide subsidies, and direct investments in a

way that will accelerate the growth of the economy. According to

this view, government “industrial planning” and “investment in

future economic growth” can improve on market outcomes. It is

easy to see how this view has a certain appeal. Surely, it makes

sense to plan. Aren’t elected officials and government experts

more likely to represent the “general welfare” of the people than

business entrepreneurs? Won’t government officials be “less

greedy” than private businesses? People who do not understand

the invisible hand principle often find the argument for central

planning persuasive. Economics, however, indicates that it is

wrong. There are four major reasons why central planning will

almost surely do more damage than good.

First, central planning merely substitutes politics for market ver-

dicts. Remember, government is not a corrective device. Real

world central planners (and the legislators who direct them) are

not a group of omniscient selfless saints. Predictably, the subsi-

dies and investment funds doled out by planners will be influ-

enced by political considerations.

Think how this process works even when decisions are made

democratically. Expenditures will have to be approved by the

legislature. Various business and unionized labour interests will

lobby for investment funds and subsidies that provide them with

benefits. Legislators will be particularly sensitive to those in a po-

sition to provide campaign contributions and deliver key voting

blocs. Compared to newer “growth” firms, older established

businesses will have a stronger record of political contributions,

better knowledge of lobbying techniques, and a closer relation-

ship with powerful political figures. As former U.S. Senator Wil-

liam Proxmire has said, “The money will go where the political

power is.” Predictably, elevating the political process will favour

older firms, even if they are economically weak, over newer

growth-oriented firms. In addition, ministers will often block
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various programs unless other legislators agree to support

“pork-barrel” projects beneficial to their constituents and fa-

voured interest groups. Only a hopeless dreamer would believe

that this politicized process would result in less waste, more

wealth creation, and a better allocation of investment funds than

markets.

Second, there is every reason to believe that investors risking their

own money will make better investment choices than central planners

playing with the money of taxpayers. Remember, if an investor is go-

ing to profit, he or she must discover and invest in a project that

increases the value of resources. If the investor makes a mis-

take—if the investment project turns out to be a loser—he or she

will bear the consequences directly. In contrast, the link between

the selection of productive projects and the personal wealth of the

central planners will be weak. Even if a project is productive, the

planner’s personal gain is likely to be quite modest. Similarly, if

the project is wasteful—if it reduces the value of resources—this

failure will exert little negative impact on the planners. In fact,

they may even be able to reap personal gain from wasteful pro-

jects that channel subsidies and other benefits toward politically

powerful groups. Given this incentive structure, there is simply

no reason to believe that central planners will be more likely than

private investors to discover and act on projects that increase

wealth.

Third, the central planners will be fed inaccurate information.

Knowing that the planners are a source of investment funds and

subsidies, managers of both private and public enterprises will

supply planners with biased and inaccurate information de-

signed to attract government favours. Predictably, they will try to

convince the planners that their enterprise or industry is produc-

ing (or could produce) a product or service that is enormously

valuable to the general public. If their enterprise were just given

more funding, they would do wonderful things for the well-be-

ing of society. On the other hand, if government favours are not
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forthcoming, jobs will be lost and local economies will collapse.

While the planners may know that these claims are exaggerated,

they will often lack the information necessary to evaluate them

carefully. This will be particularly true if the supplier is a monop-

olist.

Fourth, there is no way that central planners can acquire enough in-

formation to create a national plan that makes sense. We live in a world

of dynamic change. Technological advances, new products, po-

litical unrest, changing demand, and shifting weather conditions

are constantly altering the relative scarcity of both goods and re-

sources. No central authority will be able to keep up with these

changes and provide local enterprise managers with sensible in-

structions.

Markets register and tabulate widely fragmented informa-

tion. Prices reflect this widely dispersed information and use it to

send signals to business firms and resource suppliers. In turn,

these price signals provide businesses and resource owners with

the information required to coordinate their actions and bring

them into harmony with the new conditions. There is simply no

way that even a significant fraction of the relevant but widely dis-

persed information could be communicated accurately to any in-

dividual or central planning agency.

The incredible diversity of the wants and desires of people is

well beyond the comprehension of any central planning agency.

So, too, is the knowledge of unique local circumstances, elements

of timing, and the importance of location. Thus, the planners will

be operating with only a small fraction of the relevant informa-

tion and much of that will be inaccurate by the time it is commu-

nicated to them. The view that a single individual or committee

could acquire and maintain sufficient information to make sound

decisions in our rapidly changing modern world is a delusion.

The complex coordination that is the central element of modern

economics is simply too complicated to be handled by any central

planning authority.
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The proponents of planning often point to Japan’s Ministry of

International Trade and Industry (MITI) as an example of how in-

dustrial planning should work. But MITI successes have been

greatly exaggerated and its failures totally ignored. MITI tried to

keep both Mazda and Honda out of the automobile business be-

cause it did not think they would be able to compete successfully.

It tried to stop Sony from producing transistor radios. MITI has

protected high-cost Japanese firms in shipbuilding and mining.

Its import restrictions on meat, citrus, and other agricultural

products force Japanese consumers to spend far more on food

than consumers in other industrial countries. The business suc-

cess of the Japanese has been in spite of, not because of, MITI’s in-

dustrial planning.

Similarly, the record of government planning in Canada is

fraught with internal inconsistencies. The provincial govern-

ments subsidize tobacco growers and propagandize against

smoking. They pay some farmers subsidies because the market

price of grains fails to cover their costs and subsidize others with

irrigation projects so they can produce more grain which reduces

the price when the grain is brought to market. Federal and pro-

vincial government programs for dairy farmers keep the price of

milk high, while subsidies to school lunch programs make the ex-

pensive milk more affordable. Government regulations mandat-

ing stronger bumpers make automobiles safer, while fuel

economy standards make them lighter and more dangerous.

Both increase the cost of automobiles.

Those who think that central planning will promote eco-

nomic progress are naive. When business enterprises get more

funds from governments and less from consumers, they will

spend more time trying to satisfy politicians and less time satisfy-

ing customers. Predictably, this reallocation of resources will

lead to economic regression rather than prosperity.
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9.  Competition is Just as Important in
Government as in Markets.
Competition Among Government Units
and Between Government Enterprises
and Private Organizations Will Help
Assure that Government is a Servant
of the People

COMPETITION IS A DISCIPLINARY FORCE. In the marketplace,

businesses must compete for the loyalty of customers. When

firms serve their customers poorly, they generally lose business

to rivals offering a better deal. Competition provides consumers

with protection against high prices, shoddy merchandise, poor

service, and/or rude behaviour. Almost everyone recognizes this

point with regard to the private sector. Unfortunately, the impor-

tance of competition in the public sector is not so widely recog-

nized.

The incentive structure confronted by government agencies

and enterprises is not very conducive to efficient operation. Un-

like private owners, the directors and managers of public sector

enterprises are seldom in a position to gain much from lower cost

and improved performance. In fact, the opposite is often true. If

an agency fails to spend this year’s allocation, its case for a larger

budget next year is weakened. Thus, agencies typically go on a

spending spree at the end of the budget period if they discover

that they have failed to spend all of this year’s appropriation. In-

siders refer to this as the “fiscal follies.”

In the private sector, the profit rate provides an easily identifi-

able index of performance. Since there is not a comparable indica-

tor of performance in the public sector, managers of government

firms can often gloss over economic inefficiency. In the private
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sector, bankruptcy eventually weeds out inefficiency. In the pub-

lic sector, there is no parallel mechanism for the termination of

unsuccessful programs. In fact, poor performance and failure to

achieve objectives are often used as an argument for increased

funding in the public sector. For example, if the achievement

scores of students are declining, public school administrators will

use this failure to argue for increased funding. Similarly, the po-

lice department will use a rising crime rate to argue for additional

law enforcement funding.

Given the incentive structure within the public sector, it is vi-

tally important that government enterprises face competitors.

Prosperity will be enhanced if private firms are permitted to com-

pete on a level playing field with government agencies and enter-

prises. For example, if governments operate vehicle maintenance

departments, printing shops, food services, garbage collection

services, street maintenance departments, schools, and similar

agencies, private firms could be given an equal opportunity to

compete with public enterprises. The competition would im-

prove performance, reduce costs, and stimulate innovative be-

haviour in both sectors. As a result, consumers/taxpayers would

get more for their money.

Competition among decentralized government units will

also help promote economic progress. A government cannot be

oppressive when it is relatively easy to choose the “exit op-

tion”—to move to another location that provides a level of gov-

ernment services and taxes more to your liking. Of course, it is not

as easy to walk away from your government as it is from your

grocer! In a decentralized setting, however, citizens can vote with

their feet. If the functions of the central government are strictly

limited to the protection of individual rights, prohibition against

restraints of trade, and the provision of national defense, then

provincial and local governments can vary widely in the degree

to which they tax themselves for the provision of government ser-

vices. Just as people differ with regard to the amount they want to
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spend on housing or automobiles, so too will they have different

views concerning expenditures on public services. Some will pre-

fer a higher level of government services and be willing to pay

higher taxes for them. Others will prefer lower taxes and fewer

governmental services. Some will want to fund government ser-

vices with taxes, while others will prefer greater reliance on user

charges. A decentralized system can accommodate and satisfy all

of these divergent views.

Competition among local governments will also help pro-

mote governmental efficiency. When citizens can easily vote with

their feet, the incentive of government to provide them with ser-

vices economically is enhanced. If a government levies high taxes

without providing a parallel quality of services, both individuals

and businesses will be repelled. When people are taxed for things

that provide them with little or no value, many will choose the

“exit option” and will move to areas where the government pro-

vides them with “more for their money.” Thus, like business

firms in the marketplace, local governments that fail to serve their

citizens will lose “customers” (population) and revenues.

Competition among decentralized governments serves the

interests of the citizen/taxpayer. If it is going to work, however,

the policies of the federal government must not stifle it. When a

central government subsidizes, mandates, and regulates the bun-

dle of government services provided by local governments, it un-

dermines the competitive process among them. The best thing

the central government can do is perform its limited functions

well and remain neutral with regard to the operation and level of

services of provincial, regional, and local governments.

Like private enterprises, governments prefer protection from

rivals. There will be a tendency for governments to seek a monop-

oly position. Therefore, competition among governments will

not evolve automatically. It will have to be incorporated into the

political structure. This is precisely what the American founders

were attempting to do when they designed the U.S. Constitution
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and federal system of the United States. The Canadian federal

system of government is capable of providing the same sorts of

protections, even if “competitive” government was less con-

sciously an objective of the Fathers of Confederation.
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10. Constitutional Rules that Bring the
Political Process and Sound
Economics into Harmony Will Promote
Economic Progress

The predominant teachings of this age are that there are no lim-
its to man’s capacity to govern others and that, therefore, no
limitations ought to be imposed upon government. The older
faith, born of long ages of suffering under man’s dominion over
man, was that the exercise of unlimited power by men with lim-
ited minds and self-regarding prejudices is soon oppressive, re-
actionary, and corrupt. The older faith taught that the very
condition of progress was the limitation of power to the capacity
and the virtue of rulers. Men may have to pass through a terrible
ordeal before they find again the central truths they have forgot-
ten. But they will find them again as they have so often found
them again in other ages of reaction, if only the ideas that have
misled them are challenged and resisted.16

—Walter Lippmann

THE INTELLECTUAL FOLLY OF OUR AGE is the view that demo-

cratic elections alone will establish an environment conducive to

economic progress. Both history and political theory indicate that

this view is false. If government is going to be a positive force for

economic prosperity, the rules of the political game must be de-

signed to bring the self-interest of voters, politicians, and bureau-

crats into harmony with economic progress. This will require that
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the scope of government be limited and that government remain

neutral among the various sub-groups of citizens.

When government is unconstrained—when everything is up

for grabs within the political process—divisive and predatory ac-

tivities will abound. Individuals will spend more time organizing

and fighting over slices of the economic pie and less time produc-

ing “pie.” As a result, output will be smaller than would other-

wise be the case. Animosity, distrust, and even hatred among

factions will grow, while production stagnates. Life in a highly

politicized economy is not very pleasant.

The history of the evolution of Parliamentary democracy is

marked by a number of significant events which highlight the

fact that the emergence of human freedom has in an important

way involved the limitation of the powers of the sovereign or the

state. The Magna Carta of 1215 was in some sense a declaration of

the economic rights of people and one of the first codifications of

the notion that the king, the sovereign or the state should have

limited power. Subsequent altercations between Parliament and

Charles II of England further defined the limitations on the

power of the sovereign versus those of the people as represented

by the Parliament. The central issue in that dispute and many

subsequent ones was the right of the state to tax away the incomes

and the wealth of citizens. While initially the product of a com-

mon revolt against the unlimited exercise of power by the king,

parliament has itself now become the wielder of unlimited

power.

While this is no place for a lengthy discussion of the implica-

tions and complexities of these developments, the upshot from

an economic point of view is that in principle, parliament in its

various manifestations is omnipotent in Canada. Our constitu-

tion divides amongst the provincial and federal governments the

right to exercise this omnipotence and, in principle, the charter of

rights in the Constitution does restrain the power of government

in certain areas. Significantly absent from the rights which Cana-
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dians have as a check on the power of government, however, is

the right to property. While the common law does provide cer-

tain protections in this regard, the laws of parliament take prece-

dence over any such protections. Recent legislation in British

Columbia and Prince Edward Island indicates clearly that this

lack of property rights is an important omission.

Historically, the attempt by the people to limit the power of

the state was an attempt to reserve areas for private action and to

exclude the state from intruding on what were private matters.

With the passage of time, however, there has been an erosion of

the dividing lines between the public and the private sector. As a

result, the government is currently involved in almost every-

thing. The secondary effects of this politicized structure are now

obvious—high taxes, excessive regulations, special interest

spending, and huge budget deficits that threaten our financial

structure. The challenge before us is to design constitutional rules

and procedures that will help bring the political process back into

harmony with economic progress.

A Positive Program for Prosperity

How can this be accomplished? What provisions would a

constitution designed to promote economic prosperity and sta-

bility contain? Several proposals flow directly from our analysis.

Within the Canadian context, we believe the following seven pro-

visions would provide the core for an Economic Bill of Rights that

would promote economic progress:

a. No government shall take private property, either partially or in

its entirety, through eminent domain, regulation, or any other

way, except for public use, through due process of law, and after

paying the owner the full market value of the property taken.

In recent years, provincial and local governments in par-

ticular have used regulations to take private property with-

out compensation. The courts have generally allowed them
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to do so as long as a legislative body deemed that the action

was in the public interest or that the taking did not deny the

owner all uses of his or her property. This is an open door to

abuse that must be closed.

b. The right of people to buy and sell legally tradeable goods and ser-

vices at mutually acceptable terms shall not be infringed by fed-

eral or provincial governments.17

Freedom of exchange is a cornerstone of economic

progress. Price controls, professional and occupational en-

try restraints,18 laws prohibiting trade among people of dif-

ferent racial, ethnic, or religious groups, and other

government regulations that restrain trade should be pro-

hibited.

c. The federal government shall not levy taxes or impose quotas on ei-

ther imports or exports.

This is the international component of the right to trade

included in b.

d. A three-fourths approval of both Houses of Parliament shall be re-

quired for all expenditure programs of the federal government. At

least two-thirds approval of the provincial legislatures shall be re-

quired for the approval of expenditures by provincial govern-

ments.
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Remember, if a project is really productive, there will al-

ways be a method of finance that will result in everyone

gaining (see pages 77-79). Thus, the supramajority provi-

sions need not eliminate projects that truly increase wealth.

They will, however, make it more difficult for special inter-

ests to use government as a tool for plunder. They will also

help keep the spending activities of governments at the lo-

cal level where competition among governments provides

a stronger incentive for governments to serve the interests

of all citizens.

e. A three-fourths approval of both Houses of Parliament shall be re-

quired before the federal government is permitted to borrow any

funds to finance a deficit in its annual budget.

This will reduce the inclination of Parliament to spend be-

yond its means.

f. A three-fourths approval of both Houses of Parliament shall be re-

quired for the federal government to mandate any expenditures

by either provincial governments or private business firms.

If this provision is not included, Parliament will use man-

dated expenditures to escape the prior spending and bor-

rowing limitations.

g. The function of the Bank of Canada is to maintain the value of the

currency and establish a stable price level. If the price level either

increases or decreases by more than 5 percent annually during

two consecutive years, the Governor of the Bank of Canada shall

be required to submit his or her resignation.

This provision would make it clear what the Bank of Can-

ada is supposed to do. If the Bank establishes monetary sta-

bility, it is doing its part to promote economic stability and

progress.

Economic analysis indicates that these provisions would help

promote economic progress and limit the inclination of politi-

cians to serve special-interest groups. They would be a positive
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step toward the restoration of government based on mutual

agreement rather than the power to plunder.

Before constitutional rules consistent with economic prog-

ress can be reestablished, however, the intellectual fabric under-

lying the case for limited government must be mended. We must

cast aside the myth that popular elections are the distinctive fea-

ture of the Canadian political process leading to an improvement

in the freedom of Canadians. We must recognize that it is one

thing to determine our political leaders by majority vote and

quite another to determine what government will do by majority

rule. While Parliament is sovereign it is the traditional restraints

and limitations on the power of Parliament that ensures the free-

dom of Canadians. It is the fact that we have chiselled out the

right to autonomy, to hold property, to freedom of movement

and association and to trade that explain our economic progress.

While government plays an important role in maintaining the

law and order that are essential to voluntary economic activities,

it is limited government, not majority rule, that is the key to eco-

nomic progress. The sooner we learn this important point, the

more prosperous we will be.
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Concluding
Thoughts





DURING A VISIT TO THE FORMER Soviet Union in 1992, a Russian

told one of the authors, “We know what doesn’t work; now we

are trying to figure out what will work.” The Russians are not

alone. Much of the world is searching for economic prescriptions

that work.

As we have indicated throughout this book, both basic eco-

nomics and the North American experience provide insight into

this issue. Basic economics indicates that private ownership, free-

dom of exchange, competitive markets, and monetary stability

are the cornerstones of economic prosperity. When these corner-

stones are present, individuals will be able “to reap what they

sow,” productive energy will be released, and wealth will be cre-

ated. This is the recipe that generated our material progress. To

the degree that we depart from it, we will cease to experience

growth and prosperity.

Moreover, it is a recipe that will work around the world.

Countries that adopt sound policies will prosper while those that

fail to do so will stagnate. With regard to this point, the experi-

ences of Argentina, Venezuela, Japan, and Hong Kong are in-

structive. As Exhibit 7 illustrates, in 1960 the per capita incomes

of Japan and Hong Kong were only two-thirds to three-fourths as

large as those of Argentina and Venezuela. By 1990, however, the

situation was dramatically different. Adjusted for inflation, the

1990 per capita incomes of Argentina and Venezuela were only

slightly greater than their 1960 level. The economies of these

countries stagnated during the 1960–1990 period. In contrast, the

inflation-adjusted per capita incomes of Japan and Hong Kong

increased by more than fivefold during the same period. By 1990,

the per capita incomes of Japan and Hong Kong were approxi-

mately three times greater than those of Argentina and Vene-

zuela.
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These data reveal a great deal about economic prosperity.

First, they illustrate that natural resource abundance is neither a

necessary nor a sufficient condition for economic prosperity. Ja-

pan has few natural resources and it imports almost all of its in-

dustrial energy supply. Hong Kong has practically no raw

materials, very little fertile soil, and no domestic sources of en-

ergy. Yet both are prosperous. In contrast, Venezuela is one of the

most oil-rich countries in the world, while Argentina has a great

deal of fertile land and an abundance of other natural resources.

Natural resources can help promote economic prosperity, but

clearly they are not the key. If they were, Japan and Hong Kong

would be poor, while Argentina and Venezuela would be rich.
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Exhibit 7: The Real Per Capita Income of Argentina,
Venezuela, Japan, and Hong Kong, 1960 and 1990

Source: Robert Summers and Alan Heston, “The Penn World Table (Mark 5): An
Expanded Set of International Comparisons, 1950-1988,” Quarterly Journal of
Economics (May 1991). The “purchasing power parity method” was used to con-
vert to the U.S. dollar. The original 1988 data were updated to 1990 by the au-
thors.



Second, Exhibit 7 illustrates the limitations of advanced tech-

nology as a source of economic growth. Clearly, improvements in

technology have dramatically enhanced our ability to produce

goods during the last 250 years. The substitution of power-driven

machines for human labour, the development of miracle grains,

fertilizers, new sources of energy, and improvements in trans-

portation and communication have transformed the way of life in

North America, Europe, Oceania, and Japan. Less-developed

countries, however, can borrow and emulate the proven technol-

ogies of the developed countries. This should make it easier for

them to grow and prosper. If technology were the primary factor

limiting the creation of wealth, the economic well being of people

in less-developed nations would be improving rapidly. Unfortu-

nately, this is not the case.

Why did the economies of Japan and Hong Kong grow rap-

idly, while Argentina and Venezuela stagnated? Clearly, differ-

ences in economic organization are an important part of the an-

swer. Our analysis indicates that securely defined property

rights, low taxes, monetary stability, and reliance on markets

are keys to economic progress. In general, Japan and Hong

Kong followed this course during 1960-1990. In contrast, coun-

tries that restrict business and trade, impose high taxes, fix inter-

est rates and other prices, and follow an inflationary monetary

policy discourage productive activity and retard the efficient

use of resources. In general, this has been the course followed by

Argentina, Venezuela, and most of the other less-developed

countries in recent decades.

Sound economic organization is the key to economic prosper-

ity. Countries that adopt policies that encourage the creation of

wealth will prosper, while those that fail to do so will continue to

stagnate. This is true for both wealthy industrial nations and poor

developing countries. The future prosperity of both is directly re-

lated to the soundness of their economic organization. This is the

central message of modern economics.
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